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INTRODUCTION.
This article is a study of some tirpes found in Terence and
Moliere. It is the intention to show that the latter has modelled
his stock characters on those of Latin comedy.

Before conrparing the stock characters or types in the comedies \
of Moliere and Terence it will "be advantageous to g;ive a resume
|
of the development of the Latin and French theater.
Ihe Roman was a soldier and administrator lay nature and a law-
yer tjy training. All other occupations save farming in which he t
engaged now for pleasure, now for profit, he looked upon as, he- .
neath the dignity of a free citizen. Just as the right of the
£ater_fami'lias in the mind of the primitive Roman was to, he upheld in
spite of individual hardship, so the state was superior to any man
or any party? this is the secret of Rome's greatness. To a Roman
the state was his inspiration, his religion and his god. On that
altar he was eager to sacrifice his energy, his intellectual powers
j
and even his life.
His religion was gloomy, solemn, ceremonial, filled with super-
stition and not free from cruelty. Through the spectacular it strong-
ly appealed to the Roman's vanity, gave distinction to the official
and typified the glory of the state. For this latter purpose it was 5
encouraged long after the people as a whole had ceased to helieve
[
in the gods.ci)
Since the/^^oman was a iDorn warrior it naturally follows that
he was not a horn student. But as Rome grew, as her warriors suhdued
trihe after trihe, and nation after nation, they hrought hack not
SQll-'bQOty^hut some elements of cul'ture and learning. T^nd as they
(1) Ohserve Cicero's repeated attempts to strengthen the helief in
the gods. Augustus, too, was very anxious that the faith in the
gods he restored. This was one of Virgil's tasks, and Livy was care-
ful not to forget the beneficent deeds of the gods.
t
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conouered peoples more highly civilized than tnemselves, they vev-
cei\ed the necessity of education. Ihey demoted theraselves assidu-
ously to those studies which would Fake theiri more capable rulers
and thus add to the glory of the state. Ihey were eager and success-
ful students of architecture, that practical art, so well suited to
the Roman genius, the nonuirents of which in the magnificence of
their conception and the massive grandeur of their construction
typify the Roman state. Then^the rival nations having, "been conquered
one "by one, the more progressive /^oman statesmen (1) realized
that if Rome wei^ to have an enduring place in history, if their own
deeds were to "be rememtered there must te a distinctly Roman liter-
ary language. It must not "be thought that the Roman always ulaced the
state before himself, "but it is true that the welfare of the state
was his dominating idea. This trait of his character must always "be
given a prominent place, when considering any important Roman under-
taking.
Like other mortals the Roman was not all seriousness; he had
his moments of leisure. Because of his genius for war and govern-
ment and tne gravitas, cons tan tia and stalDilitas (2) which gave
that genius vitality; "because of his vigorous, active animal spirits
and his disinclination for merely intellectual pursuits, those rec--
reations which a^aled to his eyes and passions were always pop-
ular. In a large measure this accounts (3) for the great popularity
attained "by the circus and gladiatorial show, which in their turn
degraded the teijater. Accordingly in the drama he demand^rd not
subtle distinctions, not intricate plots, not the portrayal of
manly character ^ not even a didactic purpose, "but rather a coarse
(1) The Scipionic Sircle.
(2) Cf. Cic. De Amicitia sec. 64.
(3.) See Lecky's History of European Morals, vol. I pp. 2S7-295.

iiumor. ^iliea ne ^ent to a celetration he wanted to enjoy himself;
to laugh not to think. Accordingly, while it is "beyond question
that tragedy was consideralDly in vogue ancn°: the more cultured at
Rome, it ne'.er occupied the place in porular favor that coiredy
enjoyed. And this too was far from "bein?: as popular as the less
polished and more farcial -dramatic productions. In tracing the devel-
opment of the Roman comedy these characteristics of the Roman cit-
izen must "be kept in mind.
In aaaition to the ^enius of the Roman people, the history of
Latin comedy has to do with two distinct influences; namely, the
dramatic instinct and efforts indigenous to Italian soil, and the
(ireek coiredy.
Ic is certain that from '^er: early times the Italian peorles were
wont to hold a harvest festival. (1) The enjo:,-ment of These festi-
vals was increased the satirical jests of the rustics. Naturally
these were recitea in the form of dialogues, C2^ very likely eictera-
poraneous and certainly somewhat iretrical. They were not essentially
different in purpose or nature froir the itodern vaudeville. Put in
the eagerness of the actors for aurlause,and perhaps revenge^ they
"became altogether too coarse and free in their attacks ^so that they
were restrainea liy law. ^2) After taat they were confiiied chiefly to
the celebration of funerals and weddings. Inese verses were called
Fescennine, "because- so the Romans thought-- they originated at
Fescennium in Struria.
Ihe next step in the development of the arana was the Saturae.
'5-^' A.U.C., in the consulship of viaius Sulpicius
(1) Cf . Hor., Ep.II. 1, 139 seqq.
(2) Hor.
,
Ep. II, 1 ,146.
(3) Ibid 11.^ 150-154.
(4) M. Patin, ttudes, v. 209.

IS.
Peticus and Gaius ^icinius Stolo, Rome was visited with a se\ere
pestilence, and in order to propitiate the gods ludi scaenici
were introduced. (1) The Etrurian perf oriBeBs,
.
ludiones, danced
to the Eusic of the flutes, without words or descriptive action.
Ihis gave those who had forirerly recited the Fescennine verses
the idea of addin? irusic and appropriate gestures to their recita-
tions, (2) which were called Saturae. (3) There was still lacl^ing,
however, in these scenic presentations an ic-portant element^ pf^^
connected plot. (4)
As the effectiveness of the plays came to depend more and
more on the acting ^the Roman youth gave way to regular actors who
were called histrioaes from the Etruscan word ister. (5) Ihe Romans'
moreover looked unon dancing and acting as "beneath a Roman ^ci ti zen,
while one taking part in a play was fined and disfranchised
—
unless it were an Ate 11 ana. (c) Among the reasons why the Romans
refrained from acting and looked upon the actors with disfavor were:
first, the actors themselves, who coming from neighlDOring nations
were objects of contempt to the Romans, or, as was freauently the
case if they were freedmen or slaves their work was teneath the
proud Romany second, the true Roman could not so far forget his
g£|yi|as as to assume a comic role: (7) and third, the Roman was
not an actor.
StiIl_another form of Italian comedy of later date (S) and
(1)Livy VII, 2.
(2) M. Patin, p. 203.
C5) Slomaii, Phormio, p. 10, N. 1. "From lanx satura, a dish of
of mixed food."
(4) Livy VII. 2. sec. S.
(o) Livy VII
. ,
2, sec. 6
.
Cc) Livy VII., 7, sec. 12.
(7) The Romans seemed to have looked upon the Atellanae in much the
same way we look upon an amateur minstrel show7'"and"so even the
notlest youths took part in them.
(8) Livy VII, 2, sec. 11.
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ji
more extensive development was the Atellanae. (1) A very distinctive
|j
feature of the Atellanae was the fact that long after the Fescennine '
verses and the saturae had been handed over to the professional
actor^ Roman youths of the "best families participated in the Atellanae
and were neither fined nor disfranchised. (2) Livy adds that the
regular actors were not allowed to participate in these plays,
which no doutt explains why the political standing of the 3^oung
nobles was not injured. From the very first the Atellanae were
popular. They commended themselves lo the populace "bi^ their broad,
"boisterous, jovial humor and licentiousness. Before the time of
j
lerence they were not writtea out but were spoken extemporaneously.
Later, when more dramas came to be presented on the Roman stage,
they were played at the conclusion of the comedy or tragedy. One
can even imagine — though there is now no record of it— that they
were played between acts, especially if the play being presented
were a little dull. It is certain that— in this respect-- the Ate 1
-
ellanae, and perhaps the Mimi also, occupied much the same place in
the dramatic entertainments as the 'clown scenes' do in Shakespeare's
comedies or as the 'coon song' and dance do in our irodern farce.
As time passed, however, the Atellanae underwent many changes.
Soon after the death of Terence, it may have been begun before, the
professional actors, histriqnes,- began to take part in these plays.
(S) Ihe custom of writing then. coEmenced about the same time. (4)
As the legitimate comedy lost popular favor the Atellainae gained it
CI) Named from the Oscan town Atella. Mommsen thinks scenery and a
location for the plays were needed, and the ruined town of Atella was
selected for this purpose, that no existing community should be of-
fended . (flist. Ill, p. 45oV
C2) Livy, VII
.
,
2, sec. 12.
(3) Cicero, adFam. IX. 16.
(4) Still only fragments remain.
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and took the place of the "better comedy. (1) In fact, judging: from the
titles that have survived, .Novius, Pomponius and other writers of the
r
Atellanae often used the subject and theme of classic comedy. (2)
From these it also appears that under \arious transparent disguises
the customs of the common people were attacked. But the emperor him-
self was not always exempt. (3)
Returning now to the pre-Terentian Atellanae, it remains to
say a word a'bout the characters. If one were to collect the different
pictures of Santa Glaus, oee would find that no two artists had
drawn exactly the same picture, but yet in every case there would le
some common and well defined characteristics, such as his pack,
his gray whiskers, his round, jolly face, while somewhere in the
picture you would see his reindeers. So in the Atellanae since they
were extravagant caricatures on certain trades, classes or events, (4)
although each play may have had some characters of marked individ-
uality, there were some well known and clearly defined types.
There was lappus or Casnar an extremely stupid old man; Buccq , the
good natured gabbling glutton: Maccus a f ilthy^ amorous fool; and
Dqssennus, the lying knave, the brains of the play. (5)
How litae human nature changes! Pow similar in theme an^ treat-
ment this old Latin farce must have been to the modern burlesque!
l^tliS,the_so-cal led "Rube show" for example. There is the farmer,
(i'm. Patin, ftudes vol II pp. 212-213 and 215.
Ci) M. Patin, vol. II, p. 11c.
(3) Suetonius, "Tiberius", ^5, having described the disgraceful
conduct of Tiberius says.-- "Unde mora in Aetellanico exho^dio
proximis ludis adsensu maximo excepta, percrebruit, hircum vetulum
Ca^,rsis naturam ligurrire."
(4) Sloman's Phoririo
,
p. 11.
(5) No attempt has been made to distinguish between the Atellanae
and the exordium, because the scope of this article excludes "an in-
telligenct discussion of this subject. It is probable however that
they were at first distinct, (see leuf. Rom. Lit. sec. 6, N. 4; Livy,
VII 2, sec. 11; and cf. M. Patin, p.^<UO) byt were later united or
at least not sharply differentiated . (Suet. Tib. IC)
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the awkward, stupid old nan; the villain, who, unlike the Lqssennus,
is always eventually defeated; the lover or revised edition of the
|j
amorous fool; and somewhere in the play you will find the clown, the I
same jolly fell®w who once pleased the Komans. the ilot, too,
if the slender thread on which the jests are strung can be so naired,
is very similar. The Atellanae are interesting not merely because
they represent a more nearly perfect drama than was developed from ,
any other indigenous source tut more especially "because even our
meap^er knowledge of them presents in a different light the people
whom they amuse.
The Mimus deserves mention here, for although it came to Rome
from Greece, by way of Magna^Graecia it spread over Italy and entered
Rome before the legitimate Grecian comedy and about the time of the
|
Atellanae. (1) It dealt with the low life of the town rather than of
tne country; it had no stock characters; the actors wore no masks
or buskins; and their dress was scarce; women took part in them, (2)
though we have no evidence that they did so before the time of
lerence; it was played at the end of the more dignified plays. The
music, the dancing and the gestures were far more important than
the words, in fact the story was told by the pantomimic acting.
After true comedy fell into disfavor the Miraus became equally pop-
j
ular and coarse . (3 )
!
The indigenous Italian drama left its imprint on the Roman stage,:!
and for this reason is a factor to be considered in studying the
|
Terentian drama. If Terence was not greatly influenced by this crude
'
drama his audience was. And since his plays were not always kinaly
received., sq_that the success of the play often dependedd on the
j|
CD Teuf. Rom. Lit. sec. 7.
j
C2) Ju. I, 3c; VI. 2c.
|!
(3) Ovid, Irist^ II., 497 seqq. and 515 seccJu. VII., 192 seqa .
;
and v., 171,' with i«ayor's notes.
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actors, it may "be seen thai tJie stage manager would use all avail-
able ueans to keep the audience in good huiior. (1)
The classic Latin comedy, however, was molded liy more direct
and more important influences. As the Romans extended their political
power they were "brought in contact with the more cultured civili-
zation^^particularly of Sreece. No sooner had the Romans estalDlished
themselves in Magna Qraecia than the Greeks "began to esta"l:;lish
their intellectual dominion o\er Rome. The "brave, hardy, rustic war-
riors who conauered Pyrrhus and his legions, found in their van-
quished foes a refined culture which they themselves largely lacked.
|
Furthermore the successful termination of the Pyrrhic war gave a
little leisure to the Romans, and at the same lime "brought a consid-
era"ble numter of Grecians to Rome. Some of them^as Li\ius ilndronicus-
-
came as slaves; others as merchants or adventurers. Many "began to
teach, perhaps l^ecause the Greek found it easier to work with his
|
tongue than with his hands. Ihear infiiience greatly stimulated intel-
lectual activity at Rome where the warriors and statesmen had al-
ready "begun to feel the need of a national literature, one that
should perpetuate the glory of their deeds and the grandeur of the
!
state. Then came the First Punic War (264-241 E.G.) which a"bsorbed
|
their "best men. There was "but little time or money to spend on
i
i
literary pursuits. Tlie war ended, Rome undisputed mistress of Italy,
jj
Carthage temporarily hum"bled^ nation lively. , for some 3^ears I
to threaten her with war, there was time, money and inclination for
letters; in addition there was a full, proud, vigorous^ national^
life which was struggling for expression. Even before the close of
the First Punic war, ihe Greek teachers had "begun to translate
j
s J^^®^^^ literature, (2) into rude Latin verses, that their
(l)Ter., Hec. 1, 11-13 and 52-57.
C2) Livius~Audronicus translated the Odyssey. i|
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pupils might have text-books . (1) Froni this it was l^ut a step to the
translation and presentation of draipas. So Livius Andronicus presentedj
such a play at Rome in 240 t.C. Ihis was followed "by the translation
of other plays, chiefly tragedies. How successful they were it is
difficult to say. Still, whatever excellences these tragedies may
have had as text- hooks-- and from )^ long, continued use they must
have had many commendahlc qualities (2)— one can easily imagine that
the scarred veteran who had shed his own iDlood on many a "battle-
field and whose hand was more accustomed to the sword than the stylus^
would BOt he greatly interested in deep philosophical questions nor
deeply moved "by the recital of a murder or the pretended death of one
or two men. Although he may have "been willing to study the tragedies
as a task, he went to the games not for instruction "but for amuse-
ment. Accordingly the successors of Andronicus turned their attention
to something more enLertainiag. Lut both the playwrights and their
patrons desired something more refined and artistic than the Atellanae.
Under such circuiLStances what were they to do but demote more
attention to Greek comedy? There were three schools of Attic comedy:
Old ^Middle and New. ?^hich one were they to follow, or should they
follow all?
The Olct comedy of which Aristophanes was the most illustrious '
author, was full of political allusions, mordant satire and bitter
criticisms of men and measures.
The Middle comedy was not so personal in its allusions: it attack-
ed schools and classes rather than individuals, but from a Koman stand-
point it^too^was lacking in reverence for official dignity.
When Macedon subdued Athens the latter was in a great iieasure
IeEIIY?^ -Pt-.^o'^^ opportunity anu desire for political activity. The
(1) leuf. sec. 94.
(2) Horace Ep. I., 2,1-67-71.
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free, 1)01(1 speech of former orators, philosophers and poets was not
possible. Inere was no occasion for the earnestness that had marked l|
early literary work. The idle, corrupt social life offered a safe
|
and convenient subject to the writer of comedy. In the Mew comedy i|
Philemon, Diphilus, Apollodorus and the master of this school
|
Menander attacked neither state nor dogma, "but the social disorder^
that, as we shall see, are to some extent common to e\ery nation, thus
giving a cosmopolitan aspect to their work. Their comedies depended for
interest on the efforts of slaves and parasites to outwit their
masters. Criticism and e\en satire is piesent but it is enjoyable
because, while it never touches you, it never fails to bring ridi-
j;
cule on your neighbor's weaknesses. This kind of comedy was and is
;|
popular for the same reason that the unbelief of the Jews, idolatry, l!
the narrowness of the mediae\al church and the tenets of the rival
denominations are favorite pulpit topics. We can heartily condemn the !
j!
other fellow without inculpating ourselves.
j
Neither tne Old or MicSdle comedy was to be thought of Tor pre-
|
sentation on the Koman stage. References to Athenian men and poli-
tics would have been unintelligible: (1) both were entirely too free
in their criticisms of tne state and statesmen to be tolerated by
tne Roman people or nobles. (2) There was left, then, only the New
comedy, and even that had to be moderated.
,
It has, already been stated that Livius Andronicus is credited
|
with ha\ing first translated and presented a complete play on the !
Roman stage. (3) He had a preference for tragedy. A few years later
Naevius began to e:{hibit plays. These were mostly comedies, though
he wrote tragedies. He not only translated but he also added details I
if his own and even wrote a few original plays--Danae
,
Iphigenia and
|(l)That is, the mass of the people, of course the educated few
would have understood.
C2) Take as an illustratioi the persecution of Naevius.
(3) MacKail p. 5.
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Andromache —though they pro"ba"bly followed Jreek models. (l)Re must
te credited with having done much to estal)lish a taste for the Latin
j
rendition of Greek plays.
Following him, continuing and advancing his work cair.e Ennius
"He" says Teuffel, "was a missionary of free thought and culture".
C2) He paid, moreover, careful attention to orthography, grammar and
rhetoric. The whole field of Latin literature was richer "because of
his efforts.
li
While he was enriching and polishing the language, Plautus was
crystallizing the collonuial phrases of the people. Borrowing his
plots from the Hew comedy, he was supplying the" details from his
knowledge of tfoman life. He was casting in an enduring mold the amus^
side of the life he had known. He e:<hiLited the possibilities of the
Latin tongue in repartee. Since he was a voluminous writer and had
but imperfect models for composition, it is not strange that his
work lacks finish. His influence on the stage literature of his
country was very great: the de"bt of the classical French and English
stage to him is not inconsideraljle . Judging from the relics of the
Roman drama that have "been preserved, Plautus was the people's play-
wright.
Caecilius, a popular drairatist, of whose works we have only
fragments, is the connecting link l^etween Plautus and Terence.
According to tradition (3) he was the friend and to some extent
the dramatic sponsor of the younger poetji^.
While reading the following pages two things must "be kept in
mind: first, the associates of lere nee; second, his task. In some
way, tecause of nis origin or teauty, or more likely because of
ills .genius and knowledge of Greek he was an intimate friend of Scipio
(1) MacKail, p. 5.
(2)5ection 104.
C3) Suetonius, "Life of renee
.
It
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and Laelius and a ireiL"ber of that famous Circle which includecfsuch |l
statesmen as Philus
,
Riupilius and Manilius, such writers as Poly"bius,
Lucilius and Pacuvius.
Ihese names stand for two things: patriotism and appreciation
of Greek literature. Ihe dominating minds of Laelius and Scipio were
intensely Roman; what they did was prompted "by the desire to make
Rome greater. They wer^ sufficiently educated to appreciate Greek
learning and culture, and clearly to see the inferiority of their !
own languag*. relieving, furthermore, that the "reeks had reached the
i
uttermost degree of perfection in certain lines, ©specially in philos-
ophy and the drama, (1( they considered the next step in national
development to "be a more accurate, elegant and fleidUe language.
So we find them encouraging Greek learning and Latin composition, for
similar reasons-- whether he imMled them from the Scipionic Circle
or whether he himself was a leader rather than a follower is imma- .
terial—Terence was desirous of preserving in pure, easy, elegant "
Latin diction the excellencies of Greek comedy. Therefore he wrote
not so much for the masses as for the learned, (2) How well he suc-
ceeded not only from a dramatical and rhetorical standpoint, "but
also in perpetuating the glory of Koman literature we shall see.
TFS GRCWTT! OF THE FRENCH DRAMA.
In the SLory of the French as of the Latin drama there are two !
influences, the native and the foreign. The latter, if traced to
its source must "be Latin or Greek for the influence of cpain and
Italy, though great, was scarcely more ihdn that of giving a modern
coloring to the classical drama which they transmitted to Prance.
(1) "Nullumst iam dictuc' quod dictum sit prius" . Eunuchus, 41.
(2) Adelphi 1 . lc-21
,

In a general way the French drama owes the same relative debt to
Greece and Rome thai the, Frencn language owes those nations. (1) There
is this difference, however, the Koman drama owes more to Greece
than the Roman language. The French theater also resembles the Roman
in that its "best product was made possible by a study of foreign
masterpieces rather than by indigenous growtii. (2)
^till the latter must not be overlooked. ;^s was the case in
nearly every country of Western Europe, including Engiand, the mod-
ern theater had its origin in the church. As the dialects began to
differentiate from the Popular ^jatin in w'l^'ch the church services
were held, it became necessary for the priests to employ some other
means of interesting the people. (3) Accordingly we have spectacular
representations of scriptural scenes.
Ihese were called Mj^steries, They gathered around two centers,
Christmas (4) and Easter. Those of the latter had two themes.- the
lesurrection^and later the Passion. (5)
From this, very naturally, sprang the custom of honoring the Virgii
' and saints on their fete days, with songs and stories of their deeds.
These were the miracles. (6) Of course the religious element was
I
predominant in both masteries and niiracles, in fact the former
often contained a short seriron. (7) The spectacle, however, was of
mqre_im£or tance than the words, (S) though the story freauently
Tl) As is the case with the English language the common speech of
I
th^ people is but little effected by rTreek influence, but it is
ai^rent in the learned language.
(2) G.Pats, se. 168.
(3) Chassang, p. 12 says, Ihe Christiansof the VI th and VII th centuri
ies could not overcoraetheinf lueoe of the pagan theater so^they op-
posed to ii the purified drama.
(4) G. Paris sestions 164 aii 16c.
(5) G.Paris se(t. 166.
(6) G.Paris
,
sec. 167.
(7) Warren, Prime of French Fjterlure, p. 15.
|i83) Chassang, p. 13.
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coiDtined farce,pathos and solemnity. Ey the freer use. of the legendary
in the miracles the way was opened for the secularization of the
spectacles. We may trace the stage from the altar to the rear of
j
the church, to the church-yard and then to some purely secular lo- i
cation: tnere is a corresponding change in the actors who were first
young priests or clerks, then Ijourgeois and finally professional
or semi-professional actors.
|
While these changes as to the stage and actors were taking
||
place the plays were likewise undergoing a transformation. From
telling a story in honor of some saint, it was "but a step to the
j
narration of one in order to enforce a moral principle, (1) whence li
the name moral itt'='S^ They were didactic, dealt largely with social
life, attacked prominent men, and in these respects were the pro to- i
type of the later comedy of manners. (2) Ihey are also interesting
because they are the connecting link "between the sacred and pro^
fane drama.
By the beginning of the fifteenth century the theater had le-
|
come secularized, possibly more popular and certainly less digni-
fied. Four kinds of the secular drama are to be noted farce,
sottie, sermon ioyeux, and monologue. Of these the farce is by
far the most important. It has many characteristics in common with '
the Atellanae^
^iH^- ^^'^^ intended to make merriment \p/ means
of ludicrous situations, apt satire and jokes, sta][e, coarse or witty:
anything which will cause a laugh. Iheir general style can be under-
stood from a brief outline of Paihelin, one of the best.
.1 J?P_or _l_awyer induces a merchant to let him have a few yards
(1) Warren p. 53.
(2) cf. Moliere's comedies.
Il
_____
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of cloth on credit. As often happens the irerchant can collect noth-
ing save promises. The tenant of this merchant, Guillame has "been
killing his sheep and eating tnem pretending that they had died.
Guillame sues him. The farmer employs Pathelin.the poor lawyer to
defend him. Pathelin instructs his client to say "bee to all questions.
Raving iion the suit Pathelin demands his pay, "but the only answer
....
he gets is tee. It was an instance^rogue cheating rogue, and the
professional rascal was worsted.
The sottie is a tolesque played l^y "buffoons called sots. At
first their thrusts were directed against the church "but afterwards
against society in general. Nothing vulneralDle escaped their raillery.
(1) The sottie has little literary value. The sermon jOYeuK is a
parody on a sermon, keeping as a sul^ject the tejvt in a turned sense.
It greatly reseml}led the modern "burlesque negro sermon or lecture.
The monologue, as its name indicates, is the dramatic recitation of
the follies and foil^les of the speaker.
Many of these different plays have "been preserved. They are very
interesting to the linguist^ "but more esjuecially to one studying
the manners and customs of those days. Although they are not with-
out humor, pathos, sentiment, eoen dramatic worth and soraetimes--
as much as the condition of the lariguage permitted-- admirable diction
iheir literary calue is not to be compared to the Arthurian legends
[and the Carlovingian cycles. .Nevertheless we can begin to see the
tendency of French dramatic geniui;. . To ' their innate love for the
,
S?Lii£ical l:i^_comic is to be added an ever^increasing fondness for a
(1) Their freedom of speech was greatly restricted by Francis I.
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story replete wi r,h incidents, wiiile in the farcial attacks, on indi-
viduals, trades and professions is tiie germ of the comedy of manners.
Although it was not until the Renaissance that the influence of
the classical drama was really felt in France, still it is worth
while to note how knowledge and even love for Plautus and Terence
was maintained during the Middle Ages. The legitimate comedy had
never loeen atle to compete successfully with the circus and glad-
iatorial show. We are told that when the Hecyra of Terence was first
presented the audience was "broken up "by a fight, or more accurately
"by the "boastings of the pugilists; on its second presentation the
people made such an uproar trying to get seats for a gladiatorial
show that the play could not "be continued. (1) By Cicero's time
the stage had loeen largely given up to the Mimae: genuine comedy,
especially when the numor ^as as refined as in Terence, was chiefly
confined to the educated classes. In fact Terence's plays greatly
resem"ble Lrowning's in that they are suited for the study-room.
So it may te asserted that after 5C I.C. Plautus and Terence held
much the same place in the estimation of Latin critics that Corneille
and Racine now occupy in Prance. They were read and studied "but not
often played. So, too, with Seneca's tragedies which lear the same
relation to dramatic art that toilea'^d^'s verses do to poetry; they
served as examples of certain rhetorical rules. As Roman culture
deteriorated and the common speech "began to differ more and more
from the language of Cicero, an intimate accuaintance with the drama-
tists was confined to an ever-narrowing circle.
With the advent of Cnristianity cane opposition to the corrupt
Roman stage. Naturally they made little effort to distinguish "between
the laluable and the worthless. It is douttie&s if they had either
the desi^re or the ability to make such a distinction, lut in the
(l)"Heci:ra 11 32-42^cf. also Hor. Sjastles, Lk.II, Ep. I.^i. 155.
I —
=
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troublous times ihat preceded and followed the overthrow of Korae, ^
those who were inclined to a studious life or ^ho soug;ht quiet and
peace took refuge in the monasteries, either as clergy or clerks.
Accordingly such students as the ancient drama had were to, lie found ir
the monasteries. (1) Many seem to have enthusiastically devoted them-
selves to classical studies and when not engaged in religious du-
ties copied the old manuscripts. Ihen in the tenth century they
"beganC^) to make conments. (3)
The neirt step was the revision of th^ld plays. And as long as the
playwrights were under the influence of the church this revision con- ,
sisted largely in the suppression of passages that might offend I
moral taste. It was with this purpose that Erostvitha, a nun of Sa/;ony,
revised lerence's comed)^ (4) As herwork was popular it is protatle
that it rather tended to increase the interest in lerence. Later,
at the close of the twelfth century and the Ijeginning of the
thirteenth century, Vi tal/d-e^Ilois , Guillaume de Ilois and Mathie^^«^
de Vendome pr^:sented, at Paris^several pieces fhich were inspired
by Plautus and Terence. (5) These plays owed their interest to the
contrast "between the slaves and their masters, a strong indication
of their parentage. These were only fitful oufbursts, "but still
taken in connection with the ^noralities and farces thep tend to
strengthen the French inclination to satirize t^^ies.
||
The renaissance of the drama as well as (ff the arts lje?an in
Italy. In the latter part of the fourteenth century the imitation of
Seneca's tragedies was frequently attempted: they were the models for
tragic writings from the four teen th -ee&im?^ to the sixteenth century.
Lut Lhe Greek theater was scarcely known, (6) the old saying, graecium
^^li-.G,9.yl?-?.it^r..^'^ill ^ meaning, lhe first and most important
(TTChassang p. II says this was true "between the seventh century^ .
and ninth century, but as far as p ranee . ^^^^ ^-^^"^ /"A ('v. <^<<^rc
(2( Chassang p. 14 (.^' Chassang J^-lc; in the latter half of X cent.j|
j
vital^s Geta is taken from the Amphrituoof Flautus>- Cf . Chassang, J
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imitator of Seneca was Ubertino Mussato, who was crowned at
Padua for his tra?;edies. Unquestionably he did much to revive int-
erest in the works of his great master. Th--^ work of Mussato and
his followers may be summed ud in this statement: they tried t<n
reproduce a faithful cooy of Latin tragedy, and succ*=eded in im-
pressing the laws of the Roman drama on the new Italian drama.
After some interest had been aroused in Seneca, the olay-
wrights began to imitate Plautus and Terencel-^-At first they were
content to write -rose. Among these writers may be mentioned
Leo Batista Alberti, author of Philodoxios, a comedy in the style
of Terence, but having a truer conception of love and a moral;
Doxia and Philodoxus are more lover-like than the insipid maidens
or courtesans and the weak minded youtl^s, who are mere puooets in
the hands of wily slaves and stern fathers. Another writer of
the first half of the fifteenth century was L^qoloni de Parma,
who was styled"the bold imitator of Plautus". The only play he has
left us is PhilOKenia: it lacks moral ton-^. The Polyxene of
(2),
E runtj^i' al so shows some advancement in the art of love making,
and for the first time introduces the female go-between. ( 3)
Towards the latter half of the fifteenth century not only
influential prelates but the rival orinces vied with one another
in the encouragement of classical studies. No court, lay or cler-
ical was complete without its learned men. And what classic sub-
ject lends itself more readily to display and amusement than the
^I§]]}5l_SOi_2art ly_under the natronage of the church, and partly
(1) They were n t playwrights in the proper sense of the word, for
they wrote comedy as a relaxation from more serious work.
(9) Chassang--p. 102- thinks this an older play than either of the
two just mentioned. He also adds that Erunti was acquainted with
Aristophanes
.
(3)Chassang p. 107.
li
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under that of the secular nobles, Pomponius Laetius, in 1470 (?),
assisted by young noblemen beean to reproduce, as faithfully as
possible, the comedies of Plautus and Terence and modern plays modell-
ed on their style. (1) This work was encouraged by Cardinal Ra- .
ohael Riario, (2) Under whose direction the Asinaria of Plautus
'
and the Hypoolvtus of Seneca were nut on the stage. The interest
in comedy was confined to no one oart of Italy. About the same
time that Riario was delighting Rome with classical olays, Harmo- 'I
nius presented a comedy founded on the 'Aywra!¥i^' of Plautus, called
StebhahluW . It deserves notice here because it is taken from the
same source from which Mo lie re took his Lf^WaVe. Aeon temporary
,
Saell^cus, writing to the author says: "Your comedy filled me with
pleasure. Everything is oolished, well worked out. The style is
3
that of antiquity, it has decidedly the turn of Plautus." From
j
the Italian cities the classical drama spread to France by the
inter-marriage of the royal families,- the Italian Drincesses
taking something of their court customs with them— because the
Italian actors found the northern courts profitable, but especially
tecause the general revival of learnino- had made the oublic capa-
ble of enjoying what was artistic in classic Latin.
Durin^^ the sixteenth century France was carefully studying
as a literary work, the classical drama. Such a study could have
but one result: to demonstrate the inferiority of the French
stage, To the French mind, clear, precise, analytic and artistic
rather than vig-orous, inventive and imaginative, the rio-orous
rules of the classical drama, the art with which they were observed^
^!-5??r?y"Jl!!il!}_^° force. So, under the infl ence of the
(1) Shassang, .129.
^ C^/l a /i . /^
(2) 1478- 1492.
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Ple'iade, Etienne Jodelle wrote, 1551, 'CflVobVt''r*ie'^a tragedy taken
from Plutarch and modelled on Seneca's tragedies; that is, it
rigidly observed the unities of time and place, substituted narra-'
tion for action* had few characters and a simole clot: a style that
was to be brought to artistic oerfection by Corneille and Racine.
In L' Abb e Eugen e .Jodel le attempted to exemplify something of an-
cient comedy. After Jodelle, the playwrights looked wholly to antia-
uity and to the Italian and Spanish imititions of it, for their
models.
While the plays .vritten under the influence of Ple'iade
may have been very gratifying to the classical students of th'-^t
day, and they are to-day valuable to the student of the French
theater, they were too dry, their lonq recitations too wearisome
to be popular on the stage. The people needed educating, the writersi
needed training and genius, before a successful comedy, embodjina thej
admirable features of classical drama could be possible.
^
The unities and many of the rules of the classical drama were
forcibly and favorably presented to the ^renih through Italian in-
fluences. In this connection the translations, or rather adapta-
L
tions, of llarivey deserve mention. From his work Moliere obtained
many plots.
Beginning with the seventeenth century the French playwrio^hts
borrowed much from the Spanish theater. To this we owe: first the
fondness for intricate plots which characterizes the drama during
the first half of the century, and which is seen in many of Moli-
ere's comedies:(l) second, it received the old farcial stjpile of
satirizing types, and PO'^ularized that phase of classical comedy:
third these^imi tators , of y/hom Hardy was most important, created
(1) It was, no doubt, ^Wap^ this purpose that in writing a comedy
I
he often used the
_p jo ts of two or. three old plays: as L'Ava*re from
—J
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a greater popular interest in the theater than had previously
existed. Thus, althoue;h these writers were far from beinf? domi- i!
nated by the Ple'iade, they made many of the dramatic rules enunciat<?j
!|
by the Ple'iade effective, and orenared the way for CorneiUe,
Racine and Moliere. The comedies of Cornel lie,- I do not include
his tras;edies-- Routroo and their contemporaries can scarcely
ii
be said to have done more than advance the work of Hardy, the tenden- :l
cy l?eing always toward a more classical form.
Thus far the effort has been to show that the French comedy
was to some extent a - roduct of the old Latin comedy, somewhat
modified by the transition and the indigenous drama of France.
But it must not be forgotten th^^t the comedies of Terence and
Plautus, the tras;edies of Seneca and to -<> less de-^ree the Greek
theater were known and aporeciated. So, in considering the influence
that molded the classical French drama it is safe to say the most
important «fceti^: first, the impress l^ft on tha stage by the innate,
dramatic genius of the oeople: second, the study of the Latin
masterpieces: third, the French character, which was affected not
merely by its national traits but by the changes whic^ time and
Christianity had wrought in human nature.
A STUDY OF SOME TYPES.
I. TERENCE ANP MOLT^PF-
In order to nrcpare for the following discussion a few ^reneral
remarks on the comedies of Terence and Moliere will be heloful.
of Plautus and La_yeuve of Larivey: and Les_Fou rbejies
^!_§2^Pi!} ^^^"^ ??}9rE'i9 and Le Pedant Jo^e de Cyrano de Berger|"c.

In each case we have a comedy of manners; the types, as will
be shown, are those common to all countries and all time: each
;
author took his plots from .^n old^^r theater than his own, hence the
minor incidents and sometimes the characters are foreign to the
the author's own:- Terence, it is understood^ lays the scene of his
plays in Athens and so far as they have any local coloring^ate
Athenian-- as might be exoected the comedies follow the same
general rules; each .writer was a master of his own language: but
Terence entertains one with humor, Moli^re with wit. Terence,
while oresentin? Greek customs and characters, which are consistent-
ly Greek does not make many allusions which would not be understood
by a Roman of ordinary intelligence. Moliere although relying on i
others for his olots and sometimes his. characters, as in L''Avare_and
Les_Fourberies_de_Scapin, oortrays contemDorary French life. But
he occasionally follows his models so closely, esoecially in his
|
earlier and inferior work, that he reminds us not of France but
of Greece or Rome. ( 1
)
They appealed to wholly different -judiences. The Romans were
too full of animal spirits, their minds too concrete, their pleas-
ures too sensual to enjoy fully the refined and often subtle humor
of Terence, or his clever delineation --^f character. (2) The Roman
(1) In yes_F'olj'rbe'ribs'_de'_?^^ Zerbinette is held by the gyosies ^or||
a ransom, a clumsy substitution for the slave dealer in Phormio.
The servants, too, are a cross i?etween the confidential .trusted and
abused slaves and the fawning, scheming parasite.
(2) It is freouently asserted that the Romans were dramatic by
nature. If by 'dra-ratic' is meant a fondness for the circus, the
gladiatorial show,
-the coarse farce and the voluptuous dance,
then they were dramatic. But their fondness for the true drama,
if we except the comedies of Plautus and possibly those of Caecil-
ius, never extended beyond endurance. I am, of course, speaking
of them as plays, not as literary studies, nor do I include the
togata', a distinctively Italian comedy of which we have only frag-
ments. (See Mac Kail p. 15, bottom).

gloried in his death-deal inp^ arm, the frenchman ir his stinqin?
ing tongue; the former was the conqueror of many a battle field,
the latter of many a salon; the one had set for himself the task
of conquering the world and ruling; it, the other that of amusin?-
himself; the one was a citi-'en who loved and served his country,
the other a dandv who loved his mistress and served his king.(l)
Is it surprising that on the stacre, the French comedy was more
j
successful than the Latin? '
Another important difference is to be ascribed to Christianity.
Terence's standard of msrality was lower than ours nor did he aim
||
at a m^ral reformation; his young men are not models of propriety;
the slaves and parasites have more brains their masters, but less
truthfulness, if that be possible. We are not expected to think
j|
less of the youn.^ men because of their loose conduct. (2) If Terence
intends that any lesson should be drawn from y^As young men it is
^
this: be lenient with the excesses of yoihth. (3) The trickery of
the slaves and parasites is not considered worthy of ounishment;
thay are to be laughed at rather than ludeed. The old men, as a
rule, are sufficiently punished, but in such a way that the ethi-
cal value of the infliction is largely nullified by the immunity
of the youths and the parasites. Sti 1 it must not be thought,
from what has been said that Terence encourages vice, he does not.
In Moliere, however, the maidens are seldom debauched; the youn^^
men, if weak and effeminate, are respectable; the Questionable
_?r5_]?^''^ servants and villains; and in his more
(1) This applies to the theatre going cublic of Paris.
(2) Aeschinus
. although severely condemned for his profligacy
by his father, is--and intentionally so, -a oleasj^pg character.
We do n(rt feel that Terence wishes us to share >5^dcio's opinion.
(3) This is certainly one of the lessons tau9;ht by the old men .
in Adelrhi and Haut. Tim.
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pretentious comedies ri^ht triumphs.
Terence's olots resemble one another so much that he may be
said to Raroe had but one. There is a youn? Athenian noble-'- sometimes
two-- idle, thoughtless, m^ re or less dissipated, who me-^ts.lovex
and ravages, under the oromise of marriage, some maiden, a music
girl, an orphan, a ward of some harlot, a girl who is ienorant
of her parentage or who has no father, but who is always ^rovs-d
to be the daughter of some Attic citizen._ There are o^ene rally two
old men, fathers of the boys or girls. Their function is four-fold:
to scold, to be deceived, to forgive, an(fi to furnish the money.
And their reward is ridicule. The lack of ability in the young
masters is supnlied by the sla^'es, who busy themselves in defraud- i
ing the old men of their monei^r and self-conceit, and in furthering
the amours cf the young gentlemen. Sometimes, the role of master-
knave is taken by a parasite, as in Wo'i*m'ro. The maidens seldom
appear on the stage; (1) good evidence that the Durity of woman
||
was held in higher esteem than the Dlays would lead one to think.
The old nurse, a weak, inefficient guardian of the moung maidens,
helps to Drove the parentage of her mistress. When this is accom-- ij
plished, the damsel's father o:ladly ^ ives her to her lover. Her
desires are seldom considered nor did she expect it. All ends hap-
pily: the lovers are sati sf ied
,
" the old men beino- old friends
or brothers are delighted: the par asite ii there be one is given
a perpetual invitation to dinner? while the slave rejoices becaus'^'
nunishment. To this outline add a few minor char-
( 1 ) AMtiohi la •( Habt .'_Ti*m'. ) does appear on the stage and says a few
words. PamphyUa'T'Eunuchus ) appear' on the stage but says nothing.
There are two reasons for not assi^^ning a prominent part to the mai*
ens: first, they were not accustomed to arrange their marriages or
to have any voice in selecting a husband: second, if they had
showed their love on the stage, they would have placed themselves on
a level with the courtesans. jl
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acters, change the incidents as much as you olease, provided
you do not alter the final results, make everythinq; ridiculously
humorous and you have a typical Latin comedy.
Moliere frequently used this scheme, making such chanp-es as
modern civilisation and French temo^rament demanded.(l) Terence
was more anxious to pres^:.nt a Dolished literary product than to
amuse the people; to correct existing evils he made no attempt.
Moliere desired to amuse as v/ell as to oroduce a great drama;
In fact it was necessary that his comedy^e oopular, and this would
be impossible, if they were not entertaining. Again he unquestion-
ably intended to imorove society by ri-iculing some of its obiect-
jonabl^^ features. (2) It may be truthfully said that he had a high
moral puroose.
Some changes had to be made in the olot '.vhen he was usine
one take'^ from the classics. Slavery did not exist, another means--
not always a harpy one-- was necessary to account for the detention
of the maidens. Her citizenshio was not essential to make the
marriasje legal. Hence the hero, because the morality of the i^rench
was higher than that of the Romans, endeavor^ to obtain not to re-
tain a wife.
In conformity with the changes of purposes and olot the char-
acters were also altered. The greatest of these chanq^s was the
important and respectable role assigned to women. The principals
were punished for their misdeeds by ridicule, a terrible scourge
when wielded by Moliere. (?) The characters were made sport of not
because they were old men, deceptive servants or effeminate
(1) This was the case in L'^AVkW,
^2^1^?^!?^ ^^_^^?p1D ^t'-^^^yi^l^'
and L6 §!I)OI§yL- •
(2) As in L,fe_Misanth ropej,_Tartuf f
e
tr^^Si^.^^^.^^Ii!' f^^^y others.
LlAvare , act. III., Sc. V.
_
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youths, but because they renresented an obnoxious type. The causes
of their mishaps, and sufferings, if they are capable of that,
is to be soue:ht in their own natures. Ta'-e for illustration,
T T
Oregon and fartuffe, in L6_^2rtuffe, and Alceste in L.§_M'isanth rooe^
Writers of comedy freauently, in order to make the personages of the
play more distinct or to produce a humorous effect, lay undue
emphasis on a oarticular trait of character or custom of the oeople.
Again an audience may very much enjoy a time worn joke aimed at
a foible which scarcely exists in its own country or which,'
if it does exist^is far from being common, ^or examole, our comic
papers never tire of ridiculing the stolid, dishonest Doliceman,
the impudent housemaid, the youne wife's cookino; and the ignorant
d
farmer. These jokes are read and yloubtless en oyed; if not why
are they printed? But what folly it would be to base a serious
opinion concerning any of the above classes on such jests. Aeain,
take the so-called realistic novels of Zola. He claims to paint
life* as he finds it. Perhaps he does, but because lie chooses t©
die in muck-heaps, is that any reason why we should believe there
is nothing but muck-heaps, especially when we aan see many a clean
lawn and beautiful flower bed? Terence, moreover, portrays Greek
life. ^0, although- the types and events he describes ^ust have been
known to the Romans, and, although, to some extent, they are common
to all times and countries, it would be wrong to supoose that he
ffives us a photograph of Roman life under a Grecian name. The typ-
ical Roman boy had a q-enuine respr^ct a? well as fear for his father.
It was Roman nature to respect the dignity and experience of old
ap-e. The Roman o-entleman of this time was ot dependent on his
slaves for his brains. There was more of the'^^'an and less of the
scoid^ni;< old woman in his constitution. The same ge'^eral criticism
|
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may be extended to the youths. If the Roman stands for anything, tje
he youn? or old, it is strong , robust , valorous manhood, which is
certainly not a characteristic of Terence's young men. Nor is it
to be concluded that the majority of men found marria^^e as oppres
sive as Demea did, or that all wives ruled as despotically as
Nausistrata.
Moliere, too, owin?; mainly to Latin inluence sometimes severe-
l^^taxes our credence. One ^ets the i)Pinion from his drama that
there was much fear, some respect and very little genuine love
between parents and children. The servants, like the Greek slaves^
have more brains than Iheir masters, a smooth, oily tongue and no
perceptible, conscience. The youno- men-- one can scarcely call them
lovers- ave an abundance of time, a sufficiency of tears, much
rashness and a few small, stunted virtues. The skilful manner in
which the truth is avoided by some characters would make a Greek
envious.
Thiese remarks must not, however, be applied to any single
comedy, for Moliere was too good an actor to write a comedy or ,
picture a character which was impossible; it is only by viewing
his work as a whole that one realizes that he has, in spite of
his great o;enius failed to p^ive a complete picture of societv.
So, although both Terence and Moliere^ some common and unquest ionab^jy
truthful characters we are not to think af these types as constitu-
tin?- all of society.
||
IT. TH-E OLD MAN.
Of all the tynes which Terence portrays, the old man is t^e
most interestln^^. He stimulates our sympathy by his misfortunes.
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our admiration by his shrewdness, our scorn by his meanness, our i
pity by his childishness and our laughter by bis absurd self-^
jj
delusions. Though e is far from being a model, he is the nearest
approach to a virile man ^ Terence. The other male characters
are well draXn but they are dudes, fools, parasites or scoundrels, ,
not men.
]
The old man is of great dramatic importance. As the father i
of one of the lovers his consent is necessary for the haDoy con-'
summation of the marriage. A few^examples will suffice to illus-'
trate thi s.^Phormia (In the^^^^Antipho must marry Phanium, he is not
sure he can keep his wife until his father consents: in the 5e«aY<ra
Lciches and Phidippes make the match because it oleases them--
and then they are kept i?usy making the family machine run smoothly:
in the Adelpbi-Aeschylus is fearful of the stability of his mar-
riage, until with Micio's consent he takes his wife home: in the
Eunuchifis the first question Thais asks Chaerea, when he informs
her of his intention to marry Pampbjf^l^a is "Will your father
consent?": in the Andria, Pamphil)fus suffers very keenly because
he fears there is no way to make his father give him the wife he
wants and has taken; in the Hau ton_Ti morumenos it is the old man who
suffers because he did not give his consent.
Moliere gives the father auite as much authority in. this res-
pect as Terence does. L^lie(I) in soite of his unfortunate adven-'
tures is forced to wait until his father, Pandolfe, consents:
in L'^_Deei:t_Amoureux. the marriages are not consummated until the
fathers have reached an understanding; L"eandre and Octave (9)
a,rA ,f fJAm tranquil happiness until their fathers have consented.
(1) L^Etourdi.
L§s_Fourberies_de_Scagin.
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The same is true of the lovers in L^Avare, •L6_Tartuf f e,feind many
others. As to the supremacy of the oarents in the love affairs
of their children Greek, Roman and T^rench customs harmonized.
"Custom in this resoect was strengthened by the laws of finance:
yhe father was banker for his family. Whatever any members of his
household undertook his financial support was arequi red^ and %ood
financial i?acking is an important consideration when one is taking
a wife. The old man is si^ch a carefnl banker, moreover, that
his oatrons never think of askint? him for a loan-- it is much easier
to cheat him. Terence uses the slaves and parasites for this pur-
pose, Moliere the servants and so-betweens. ( 1 ) The attempts to
extort money are the occasion for some extremely ludicrou:^ scenes.
(?) Although the father is p^enerally forced ty the clever slaves
to p'lve up some of his carefully hr^rded gold, it does not pass i
out of the family nor is it usually scent in a way of which he doe?|
not finally approve. (5)
Of course the reedier, sting: ier the old man, thej/ore inter-
ested and amused we are. Both our authors make the most of this
trait. It is Demirho's stinginess that makes Phormio's interview
with the old men so laughable when they ar^ trying to make him
return the money they gave him: it is this that gave Phormio
an excuse for teUlno- Nausistrata of Chromes faithf^ness. The
agony of Chremes, in the H3u.ton_Timorumenos , when ^e finds that
the expensive Eacchis is going to drain his own ourse not his neigh-
bfljr's is thoroughly enjoyable. Demea's (4) wrath at the conduct
Sl_!}l^_52D»_i^ due not more to his loye for virtue than to his
(1) Cf. Phormio's with those of L'^ Fl/che and Frosine, y;;^Avare
and of Scapin in Lfes Fo^i". ,de Scap.
(2) Phormio 642-681 and Lfes F;omr._de_Scap , r.ct III., r... II
(3) Chremes Pbor) is nofreaHv an exception for Mausistrata is
reaJly the heaS of that household.
(4) Cf. AdelEhi 134-5, 381-386, 723-760.
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love for money, and we despise him accordingly.
The avarice of Harpa^on is too well knows to need comment.
Of course Ceronte like his proto-type, Demioho, is excessively
stingy» Argan (1) wishes to hiarry his daughter to a young physi-
cian so that he may save a doctor's bill.
But when it is remembered that the young men are riot gil^en to
carefulness in money matters, the old men are not inexcusable.
i
I
If they did not keep a firm hold on their t reasure boxes,'' they \
would soon have nothing to keen.
Avarice -makes one harsh, thoughtless and selfish; Qualities
that neither attract friends nor stimulate affections. The fear,' :
disrespect, and even h;te which the children show toward their
father may, in most cases be traced to avarice and the malforma-
tion of character which it has produced. One can easily under-' <
stand how a timid milk-sop like Antipho (2) would fear the vitu-
perations of his justly indignant father. The solilocyyof Demea
(3) shows that he has some perception why is brother is loved while
he is only feared. He passes from the comic to the pathetic in
the verses:
"Ita eos meo labore eductos maxumo hie fecit suos
Paulo sum.ptui miseram omnem ego caplo, hie potitur ofaudia."(4)
There is a suggestion of reoressed feeling and loneliness in
"•Ego quoque a w^^^ne amari et magni nendi postulo,"(5) which is
all the more striking because of his undemonstrative nature.
But even here, when he is deeply moved, he restores the comic
^Me^'^by^tiis stinginess. So Chremesf 6) has failed, because of his
niL^_Mala'de_|ipagina'l^^^ (?) Ph'ofm'io ( S) Adelph'i ,e^5-881
.
(4) Adelghi 875-6. (5) Ibid. 879. (6) Hab't. Tiin.
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stinginess, to inspire Cllticho with filial love,' and for the
same reason we have no sympathy for his misfortunes.
In "Harp ?i eon (P Moliere has given us an excellent picture of
a father made loathsome by avarice. ^He becomes unbearab le . to every
one with whom he associates. "His son defies his authority, his daugHl
ter deceives him, does not even dare tell him that l^alere has saved
her life, his servant -- acting on a hint droDced by the master
himself-- robs Kam^while the coachman takes delio:ht in making him
ridiculous, ^et this is not so surprising as that his children
have even a little respect left. Undoubtedly Ceronte (2) richly
deserves the beating he receives. Nor do we regret that the
gypsies have his five hundred crowns.
An excessive love for money makes a man susnicious. And there
is no surer way of invltino; deception than to be unjustly sus-'
picious of an6ther. Ml the old men of Terence are so distrustful
of their sons that the latter never think of telling their fathers
when in trouble or of askin<? them for any kind of help. If the
young man is to get any money from his father it must be by a trick.
If Harpagon had not been so afraid that his treasure would be sto-
len he would not have searched La Fleche for the money that had
not been stolen. By his own senseless suspicions he made subse-
quent theft possible.
But the suspicious character of the old man is not always
due to greed. His suspicion is freauently well founded and fool-*
ishly displayed. Simo (3) made sk.eDtical, perhans.by past experience
w il,L noit jtiWus t Davus when he is inclined to be truthful. This
(3):'AWri%\
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leaves us free to laugh at the old man without blaming the slave.
'Syrus (1) trusts to the suspicious nature of the old- man, of
Chremes particularly, v/hen he proposes to deceive them 1?y telling
the truth. "Can one blame the masters for being deceived by such an
unheard of scheme? "Ch remes is so sure that 'Clinia is going to ruin
Menedemus that he never once imagines that he is to be the victim.
Moliere has developed this trait with greater dramatic skil 1 than
Terence. Orgon, blinded by religious fanaticism, distrusts every one
except Lfe Tartuffe, the high priest of hynocrites. Argan, (2}
his mind filled with the nonsense of the physicians and his stom-
ach with their Dills^is a fit subject for the wiles of his designing
wife. "He, like the other old men is suspicious of the only per-
sons worthy of confidence, and forces them to practice deception.
(3) 'So we are scarcely l^ss gratified at the discomfiture of his
wife Beline, (4) when she finds that her husband is still living,
than at the blow Aryan's self-love received. -Sti 1 1 he is just as
ready to be deceived again; the doctor's i^hysic has completely
removed all the common sense from his system.
When the slave or servant has completely exhausted his resources
of deception, the old man hisself comes to his rescue. ¥hen Simo
(5) sees the midwife enter GlyceriwHrS-' hou.-:G it seems as thou^-h
he must discover the true condition of affairs. Davus thinks so too,
and asks hims-df, "Quod remedium nunc huic raalo inveniam?" (6)
?^-J§i!??'_22!??'5'_^P^^^ assistance. "He is no blockhead,' he under-"
^ 1^ l^yti_Ti[?'9r- 'y^.l^l^^Q.Tpa^l^^^^^ (5)-See ?ci III,
sc. XIV in which Toinette impersonates a learned doctor.
(4) Act III sc. XVIII. (5) Ahtii'i^i^' 459-480. (6)BiWi*^= 468.
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stand? the trick, oh, yes, Clyceriuro is o-oinq^ to oretend that she
has o-iven birth to a child- so that 'Chremes may be induced to refuse
to ?:ive his daughter. It is a very nlausible suDoosition if it
were ogly true^but in any event it is a qreat boon to Davus.
Demea ;1) is so sure that the son who has had the benefit of his
S
wi^e '"^ p recepts and austere examole can not err^that he never once
thinks of upbraidin-^ that youth. On the other hand he is so thorouo^l^
ly convinced that Micio's system is abominable and that it has r^ot
only ruined^ Aeschinus, but made him incapable of doin^^ anythin^r
creditable, that he almost drives poor Micio crazy with his rail-
ino;. "His .conduct is all the more amusinc^ because we know that
Ctesioho has all the undesirable qualities of Aeschinus and^ none
of his virtues. (2) Notwithstanding; the fact that Terence is not
didactic, the brothers are an ad^monition for the avoidance of ex-
tremes and Dfemea finally reaches the conclusion that you are not
to be overconfident of your own infaM ibi 1 ity.
Demea has many poir;ts in common with UarDaqon, and one of the
most strikincr is this power of self-deception. The latter fancies
that his treasure is as dear to every one else as it is to himself.
What a''Q:-bny he' e^diii-es and what delio-ht we take from his groundless
( 1 ) A'dte lpl2l'
(2) Aeschinus has associated^ with courtesans, so does Ctesipho.
but he lacks the couracre or the ability to cond«uct his own intrieueja
And-- surely no one can helo admirino^ the bold^ urbanity with which
Aeschinus treats Sannio, or the manliness with which he nromised^
to make restitution to Pamph^lfa. Does his brother exhibit any
of these qualities? A'^-ain,' if Aeschinus is o:iven to wine supoers
and^ carousals is not his brother ouite as eao:er for them? (517 sead)
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suspicions! But the climax of his s^^ If -d-eceDt ion is reached when
^rosine^ te 1 Is him what a handsome man he is. This whole scene
recalls the interview between Dfemea and 'Syrus, (2 ) "How simi lar these
two scenes are!
Fr^o's'infe'. 11^ cela est bien bati aupres cine personne comme
$ous! Voila Su^homme, cela! II y a d« quo! satisfaire 3 la vue;
Q.t c'est ainsi ou ' 11 fa^t etre fait et vetu pour dMDnner I'amour.
"Harp^^n. "Tu me trouves bien?
Prb^. 'Comment! vous etes a ravir et votre fi'^ure est a peind^re.
Tournez-vous un Deu.^-s'il vous plait. U ne se Dout pas mieux.
Que je voie marcher. Vol la un corr?; taille, libre et d^e^^a^e
comme il faut, et qui ne maraue aucune i ncommod'^i te.
'Ifrlfe* n'en ai pas d« qrand'es, Pieu merci; il n'y a cue
ma fluxion aui me orend d«e temps en temrs! (5)
'Compare the d^ramatic Durnose of the f'^req-oine v/ith this:
Syrlis_' adK)rtus iure^iost fratrem -^^yyr^. foni'^ r^^'pltria istac.
Dera'e^' a in vero? -SV. a, nil reticuit.
nam ut numerabatur fcrte ar^-entum, intervenit
homo d'e improviso : coepit calamare 'o ^eschine,
Haecire flao^itia facere te! hr^ec te ad^mittere
Indiana ':^ene r^nost ro ! ' ' De. oh, lacrumo o-audqc.
'Sy. 'noj^tu hoc arf^entum nerd'-is, sed-- vita^' tuam. '
Dte'. Falvos sit: spero, est similis maiorura su^m. hui.
De.'^vre, praeceptorum Dlenust is_J:orum ille, -^.Phy.
doml habuit und-e d^isceret. 0^'. fit sedulo; nil d raete rmi t to : con-
Guefacio: deniaue ins^icere taraouam in sneculum in vitas omnium.
iubeo atque ex aliis sumere exemplura sibi.
/|<yd^ -f'a^'iii'o'.f'*''^. recte sane. Dfe 'hoc fu<^ itb; cal 1 id-e.
("
1 T-L^i^'i'^f
»
^ c t " ir. , s c . V I
.
(2) AdelDhi 395 -436.
(3) •L''"AV^Ve act IT, sc. 6.
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De.'hoc laudist' ^y.istaec res est. (Ge.) 'hoc vitio datur'
Sy.probissume. (1)
Argan (2) reoresents a different phase of the same theme. He
is so wrapped ud in his own fancied ailments that he believes
neitlher friends nor Nature, for him all truth, all learning is to
be found in the imposition and ignorance of those who pandei"
to his whims. ye_Ka'la'd'e'JirFfaVl^^^^ is not merely a satire on
quack doctors but also on those old men who take a childish delight
in magnifying their sli?:ht inf i rmi t ies. ( 3)
Still another class of these self-deceivers are those who
ride a hobby. Thus Lache£(4) is so sure th^t Sostrata has been
conducting herself like the traditional mother-in-law that no denial
which she can make is strong enough to shake his ooinion. Moliere
has truched on the same subject in George Dandin. The DOor hus-'
band can not convince his conceited father-in-law of tne unbecoming
conduct of tiie latter' s daughter, because, as M. de Sottenville
says, (5) she is from a house in which there has been no loose char-
acters therefore she must be virtuous. It must be that their char-'
acters have been more creditable than their brains. So, too,
M. Jourdain, possessed by the idea that he is a gentleman, permits
the disguised footman to establish the eentility of his family
thus:
Covielle. ^;i marchand? c'est pure me'disance il ne I'a j'amais ete
Tout c^ou'il faisait, c'est ou'il etait fort obligeant, fort
officieux; et, comme il se conn.a is.-ai t fort bien en etoff^s, il
en allait choisir de tous les cotes, les faisait aoporter chez
lui_,_et en donnait a ses amis -':'ir '-^e 1 'argent. (6)
(DAdelphi 404-419. (2) Le Malade Ima^inaire. (?) Cf. Le Bourcr.
Gent., act IV, sc. 5. (4) Hecyra. (5) Act I, sc. IV.
(6) Act IV, sc. V, Le Eourg. Gent.
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And what a climax of the ridiculous when the rejected suitor—' •
rejected teecause he was just a resDectable bour^eois-di s'^uised as
the son of the Grand Turk is given the hand of Lucille!
We are not to think, however, that the old man is foolish
or weak minded, for he is, if we except his oeculiar failings, very
shrewd. Simo(l) exhibits considerable cleverness in the treatment
of his ©on.Ufiile the latter was visiting a courtesan's house,
Simo was careful to enquire about his son's relations with her.
By a chance, which might have befallen any one he has failed to
ask the right question. His statement of the case to Sosia and
Davus (2) shows not on ' y a fatherly slicitude ]?ut a fairly accurate
conception of human nature. Demioho (?) is a good business man,
but he is not a capable accomolice in a love affair. Yet he is
able to orompt Chremes. Syrus (4) Days a tribute to Chremes'
shrewdness in money matters when he tells him how Bacchus is ?oing
to get a thousand sesterces from Menedemus for the rich Carian
maiden^who is said to be held as a pled'^e. Of corse ^he exoects
Chremes to advance the money for the hgpe of the reward which the
maiden's parents will ?ive. This ability is still further shown
when Chremes having discovered that Bacchis is his son's mistress
plans to put all his orooerty in his daughter's name so that it
i
may not be squandered. But Mi'^io in the Adelph \ is the nearest
aooroach to a sensible man in Terence. He has, moreover, a truer
sympathy with youth than any other. (5) The explanation for both
these facts is 1h?it he has found his haopiness in helping others,
"ille (Micio) suam egit semper vitam in otio, in covivlis,
c'le^e'n'^V_'placidus, nulli laedere os adridere omnibus:
(DAndria. (2)28-'^26 (3) Phormio (4^ Hauton Tim. 599-612
(5) Cf. 48-90..
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sibi r7.:<it: sibi sun-ptum fecit r omnes bene dicunt, amant." (1)
|
His brother, however, is much shrewder. He not only has business
ability of :> Chremes or a Demipho, but he has in addition the rare i
sagacity to oerceive that he has been worsted. (2) By a death bed
confession as it were, he saves himself and takes unmerciful ven-
geance on Micio.(5)
It would be a difficult task to find an adjective too severe
for Harpagon/Dut he is shrewd. How skilfully he dismiss- s Frosine,
when she begins ^o ask him for money. (4) Could any but a master
mind direct the oreoarations for the betrot al feast as he does?(5)
He succeeds Ipetter than Simo did^in discovering Cleante's af-fection
for Mariano. (6) Moliere has given us no shrewder character than Har-
pagon. Orgon, too, is sufficiently sane^exceot when under the
hyonotic influence of Le Tartuffe. (7) Moliere, however, unlike
Terence, devotes all his dramatic powers to oresent not a complete
||
man, but the particular phase of his character which has been select-
ed for ridicule. Thus it often happens, as in Le Mal^e I maglnai re
and Le Bourgeois Gent ilhomme^ i s so completely dominated by his
hobby that little opportunity is given us for judo^ing i&hat sort of
a man he has been.
The old men in Terence are almost as much given to philoso-
phizing as the slaves. Demea 's soliloauy beginning with the
verses, "Numcuam ita quiscuam bene sbducta ratione ad vitam fuit,
quin res aetas usus semoer aliouid adoorte^ novi
,
aliauid monfat: ut ilia ru4 te scire cr^das nescias,
e^M^T»_»t:nbi_butaris prima, in^^oe riundo ut repudies." (8)
(1)863-865. (?) Cf. 85F secu.. (3) Cf. his reformation with
Shylock' s^Merchant of Venice. These reformations, brought about by
inexorable necessity are effective and final for the same reason tha(
deatlh-bed repentan^es^^r^ there is no chance to sin again and we
are glad that the^ are safe, as well as ourselves.
(4) L/Ayare, act II, sc. 6. (5) Ibid, act III. (3) Ibid act U'J'
sc. 3. (7) Cf. Argante and Geronte, Les Foui 'le Soap. i,
(8) Adelphl 855-858^ " J
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is typical of the man. Nor is Micio less given to refleqstion on
human conduct, but he looks at life throuch different spectacles.
How modern this pedag02:ical theory which is his justification for
overindulging Aeschinus! I
"hoc Datriumst potius consuefacere filium
sua SDonte recte facere cuam alieno metu:
hoc Dater ac dominus interest: hoc cui neoui^jf?'
fateatur nescire imoerare liberis." (1)
|
That long nosed kisybody, Chremes, (2) is a life-like picture of
I
a man who is always ready to give away good advice which he himself
needs. (3) These old men like to repeat old saws and jokes, many
of which are^current to-day as they were two thousand years ago. Iti
Is this fondness of the old men and slaves for oh i losoph iz ing that f
led the students of the Renaissance^ especial ly the French students,'
to take such delight in Terence.
While this trait is not so prominent in MolieVe's men, it is
present Haroa?on has evidently given much thought to some of
the contemporary social problems as his admonitory talk to Cleante
indicates. He is also an ardent admirer of natural beauty because
it costs nothing.
"Je voudrais bien savoir, sans parler du reste a cuoi servent
tous ces rub^s dont vous voila larde deouis les oieds jusqu'a" la •
tite et si une demi-douzaine d ' a i gui 1 let tes ne suffit pas pour
attacher un haut de chausses. II est bien necessaire d'employer
de 1 'argent a des perruoues, lorsoue 1 ' on cent oorter.des cheveux
de son cru, cui ne cojijtent rien." (4)
He has been, on his chosen lines, a careful observer of human nature.
Vo
!.'Y°"y!y_?riD^^>^i^-® ' ®^ 'ous. La Merluche,' je vous etablis dans la
(DAdjelphi 74-78. (?) Haut on Ti_m. (3) Cf . 440 secc; See
also Laches remarks on mot her- in- laws (Hecyra 197-204)
(4) LlAvare, act I, sc.5.

charge de rincer les verres et de donner a Jfoire^mais seiilement
lorsque 1 ' on aura soif, et non pas selon la coutume de certins
imoertinents de laquals cul viennent orovoouer les gens, et les ,
b
faire aviser de sjoire lorsou'on n'y songe oas. Attendez qu'on
vous e^demande plus d'une fois, et vous ressouve^ez de Dorter
toujoqrs beaucouo d'eau." (1)
The old man have a genius for lying^when occasion demands*
Sometimes it is for amusement, (?) but more frequently it is to
gain a definite end. (3)
Although the old men of Terence are seldom hampered by the
truth they are not as skilful liars as Moliere's. Simo's plan to
deceive Pamphilus {A) by pretending that he was going to pive him
a wife i mmediately^seems commonplace and clumsy when compared with
the clever way in which Harpagon (5) makes Cleante reveal his
passion. O^^casional ly they act the lie to the detriment of their
dignity and sometimes of their self esteem. (6) Not all Moliere's
old men, however, can lie as successfully as Haroagon. M. Jourdain
(7) i: devoting himself so earnestly to acquiring the manners of
a^entleman, that he has not sufficient ability left-' if he ever
had enough-- to deceive his wife.
Their domestic relations are rarely happy. The husband has
little affection, confidence or respect for his wife. He never
loses an opportunity to assert his own superiority nor is he at
aH* 'ctfn^fe^W^ rate of his wife's feelings. (8) Moliere ''X closely
(l) 'Act III., sc. 2. Cf. -^i-c ^TTanarelle, Le Amour Medicin , Act I.
sc. 1. (2) Adel^^hi 646 seao. (3) Hauton Tim. 175 seoo., and
Phor. 910 seoq.; but the oldmen are not a match for Phormio.
(4) Andria 155-170. (5)LlAvare Act IV. sc. 3. (6) Le Mai. Imag .
,
act III, sc. 18 (7) Le Eour. Gent. (8) Haut. Tim. 659 seqq.
and 1005.
~
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follows Terence In this respect, particularly when the old man is
a bourgeois. Thus M. Jourdain (1) reminds one very much of Chremes,i
(2) though Mme. Jourdain is far from being a timid Sostrata. 1
It is very amusing to hear M. Jourdain say to bis vife who has
enough common sense to eauip several M. Jourdains; Vous oarlez toutes
deux comme des betes et j'ai honte de votre ignorance. (5)
By contrasting the nonomania of the husband with the sensible il
wife Moliere has presented a more striking and comical character
j|
than Terence did in Chremes. Who can imagine HarD?gon thouo-htful
;|
of another's comfort. Argan,(4) Orgon, (5) infatuated with Le Tar-
tuffe^and Albert, (6) like the fathers in Terence, (7) think only
of their own desire and not of their children's happiness.
Almost without exception the old men are ridiculous. Against
them are aimed all the plots and schemes of slaves or servants.
In many olays the comic e lement is almost entirely due to the
deceptions practiced on the old man and the exhibition of their
foibles. Sometimes a scene is introduced for no other Dsrpose than
to make the audience laugh ?A the old man. (8) In developing this
phase of the old man's character Moliere unouestionably used
(l)Le Bour. Gent. , act III, sc. 5. (2) Haut. TXm«
(5)'Le Bour. Gent., act III., sc. 5. (4) fce Mai. Imag.
(5) Le Tartuffe. (6.)Le DeoU Amoreux.
{tf) There fsome exceptions: Simo and Chremes in the Andria ,' Mene-
demus, in the Hauton Timorumeno s, Micio in the Ade loh i and Laches
in the Hecyra strive to do what they think will be for the happi-
ness of their children* they consider that rather than their own
desires; but even they wish to arrange the match. 1
(S)Take for example Adel . 373 secq. and Le Bou„r. Gent. , act II, sdfi
There is scarcely a comedy by either author that does not "contain
:|
at least one such scene.
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Occasionally, however, the old man presents not a laughable
but a pathetic soectacle. This is the case when the str^ne self I
reliant Demea cries, out: '
"Munc exacta aetate hoc fructi oro labore ab eis fero,'
c'J^diurfrr ille alter sine labore cat ria potitur ccmmoda" (1) I
and
"ego cuocue a ir.eis me amari et magni pendi postulo. "(-2)
Moliere's old men are not so human as those of Terence for the for-*
mer often makes no attempt to portray more than one ohase of a
character, J'o, from what we see of some of his characters we can
|
no more form an accurate opinion of their life as a whole, than we
bea
could of a woman's uty by looking at the back of her head.
We aan rarely stoo laughing at his old men long ei^oueh to pity
them, even when they deserve our sympathy^ which is not often.
Still he does give a few examoles of pathos as when Don Loui's
forgives his son. (5)
There is one trait which the old men of Terence never lack -
fatherly pride^and on their sons is bestowed whatever love they feel.
In some it is cramped and dwarfed by avarice, as in Demea and
Chremes, (4) and again it is the full deep, unselfish love of a
tender father. (5) But it is to be remembered .th at Terence lived
in Rome at a time when a son was considered a blessing sent l y*
the gods, a means of bringing honor to both the father and the siiata
To the Parisian of the seventeenth century, however, there were
other ways of perpetuating; his fame. Paris, moreover had already
reached a social condition in which children were looked uoon by
ihoir fashiOT^able parents as something of a burden. It was not
( 1) jdelpjii 870,871. (2) Ibid.. 879; See also Hecyra 023-227 and
Haujton TJm. 94 sb'^.q, (3) J^my-hmn, -ct V., sc. 1.
(4) Haut. Xim. (5) Cf . Laches^ Hecyra : Chremes, Andria;
and Menedemus, Haut. Tim .
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good forrr to show much affection for one's children. The extravaganc
of aristocratic youths brought up- in idleness and luxury, was a
source of constant anxiety to their fathers. The daughters had
to be provided with a suitable dower, a heart-rendin? duty for the
Harpagcns. So, especially among the type reo resented by Moliere
fatherly affection was not as prominent nor as deep as among the
Romans of Terence's time, or even the Greeks of Menander's.
Thus it happens that in Moliere, the father usually manifests his
love for his children by trying to marry them according to his own
whims. Still the girls feelings are "considered-- owin<^ to the ad-
vancement of the human race^v^ rather than to Molie"'re--- quite as
much as the boys. But aside from thi s^ f athe rly affection had dete-'
riorated rather than advanced./It can not be said that Molie^re took
fiiis old men from Terence or from any other writer. He may have
taken-- and frequently did-- the skeleton and Derhaos some of the
flesh but he molded their features and gave them an individuality
of expression. Yet his tendency to make the old man such an imnor-'
tant character is undoubtedly due to a close and appreciative study
of Plautus and Terence. This view is confirmed not merely by the
simiOiarity of treatment, whTch has already been noted,' but also
by his earlier works, which whether copied directly from the Eatin
classics or not, showed that he was adapting the artistic Qual-
ities of that drama to his own audiences. How could he fail in such
an experimental stu-iy to perceive the dramatic possibilities of
the old man? And as a result of this study we have Arean
,
Orgon,'
Jourdain and Haroagon.
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1 1 1. THE MATRONS. (1 )
The matron occupies a very humble olace in Terentian comedy.
This is partly because the Roman and Greek world looked UDon woman
as man' s'^TnTerior, partly because men Dlayed female parts, but
of rascally slaves and rebellious sons. The husband could find
fault with his wife, call her a blockhead, a cheat, a liar, a
mistress in the art of mischief making and other endearing terms,
but to find fault with his mother, never!
Terence does no more than outline a few matrons. The most
interesting of these is Nausistrita. It is no tax on one's imag-"
ination to supply the missing links in her married life. Cucid
tipped his arrow with her dower and shot it at Chremes. Stun/jod
by this deadly missile the Door fellow was captured and bound 4.y
the cruel bond of matrimony. Since she had paid for his love
Nausistrita had many privileges. The chief of these was to scold.
And she had unusual talent for this art: a long, sharn tongue,
quick wit, a strong, masculine mind, contempt for her effeminate
husband, a minimum of womanly gentleness and a maximum of womanly
jealousness. She was just the kind of a wife to make a feel?le, tr
ling husband reali-^e what kind of a place Tartarus might be. She
was at orce master and mistress of the household. u^j.-.vish
"virum me natum vellerT)"{2) is characteristic, but one wonders if she
did not have more privileges than a man. What did Chremes dare do
without her consenf Can you conceive of her asking Chremes' cer-
'nn»S5^i»on? jYet_we must admit, it would have seemed more fitting if
(1) Seexp-44-4-f^I t must be remen bered that the pisition of woman
in Rome was always more respectable- and influential than it was in
Greece. The care and veneration given the Vestal Virgins is an iUu
tration while the letters of Pli'^y the Younger show that the Romans
appreciated womanly virtues.
(2) Phormio , 792.
chiefly because the mother was too sacred to be made the victim
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she had been the man and Chremes the woman. But she loved in her
way, and if she is shrewish she is also virtuous and though she
has doubtless accused Chremes of faithlessness she has never really
believed it. Therefore the positive proof is a cruel surprise.
Her sturdy spirit rallies however and having oromised to receive he
spouse again^ the curtain falls on her love tragedy. But behind the
curtain the wronged wife is entertaining the informer, Phormio,
choosing for him the choicest morsels, while ever and anon she
taunts; the humiliated Chremes with the failin? crops, the falling
prices and the anxiety incident to marrying a daughter. Still this
is only a beginning. It is doubtful if even the ste-rn Minos can
invent severer punishment than Nausistrata will inflict. In this
woman Terence has given us a shorty vivid sketc^ of a shrew.
In the Hauton Ti^morumenos we have the f earful^ submi ssive wife.
Her Chremes has so often and so successfully asserted his author-
ity that she has no independence lefA. Long years before she gave
proof of h r obedience, when she exposed her baby girl. But the
supreme evidence comes when, having proved to Chremes that their
daughter has been found, she receives his abuse and^without a single
plea from her aching heart^awaits his decision. Only a mother can
realize ^her self - e¥ f aceireiht . what a pitiful comment on this man's
tenc^erness! (1)
^
In the Sojfstrj^ta of^ H_ecy.ra we have an ideal mother-'in-law.
Her personality i? not striking^but her conduct is laudable.
Terence eiiooses to forego the comic possibilities of the traditional
mother-in-law that he may portray one free from jealousy eager for
the happiness of h*r son and his wife^ self-sacrificing,' loving and
loveable. Sostrata is the most womanly of Terence's matrons.
j!
-J-LLT-^^r® "° comparison 'between the matrons of Terence and I
(l)Myrrina, Hecyra, is not dissimilar. i
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Moliere than there is between a Grecian sheoerdess and a Parisian
belle. Just as the women of Moliere's dajn occupied a higher social
position than those of Greece or even of Rome,' so, too,' they hold
a more important place in the drama!
Terence rarely allows the maiien , the embryonic heroine il
to apcear on the stage. We know her by report only, as a ^irl li
meanly clad, dirty, untidyj^Sishevel led hair weeoing over her dead
mother? as one fainting at the funeral oile of her dead sister;
as a music girl; or as a Door fatherless Attic citizen. The highest
j
compliment that can be paid them is that they are better than their;
husbands. In Antiphila (1) we have a charming, modest, lovinp:
,
ji
sweetheart. All we hear of her excites our admiration, while her ij
V \
meeting with Clinia is the tenderest loVe scene in Terence. We
)
see and hear so little of the other maidens that we are neither
j
att ractednor repelled. They furnish a motive for the son's rash-'
j
li
ness and the fathers' harshness^ that is the beginning and the end
of their dramatic importance.
Owin? partly to the influence of Latin comedy and oartly to
social customs Moliere rarely gives the chief role to his heroine.
She is subject to the will of her parents. like the Greek maidens
she clearly demonstrates that Cuoid strikes her sex with blindness,
otherwise how explain her infatuation for such a chap as Lelie(2(
or Cleante!(3) Very rarely is she of sufficient importance from the
leading character, unless as in Les Precieuses ridicules, she is
^^'^ thouo:h she has only a secondaojy part she is
j
(DIlaut.Tim. (2) L; Etourdi (?) L' /^vare.
IV. THE MAIDENS.
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i
of much more imDOrt?nce than the Greek maidens. She has an individ-
|
uality, occasionally som:- wit and a large vocabulary of rushing i
words. She is as far beneatn the Portia's and Juliette's of Shakes-'
peare as she is above the maidens of Terence. (1)
J
V. COURTESANS.
In the time of Menander Athenian society was very corrupt. The
position of the wives and daughters was litt le better than that of
eastern women to-day. The girls, brought up in seclusion, remained uiii
under the absolute control of their parents until they were given
into the despotic Dower of -\ husband. They ha^ little opDortunity
for developing either their minds or their characterJ. Is it any 'i
wonder that they are dull and uninteresting? The daily routine of
household cares either crushsd their spirits or made them shrewish.
In any event neither the home, if such a name can be given to the
place where they livei/,or the humdrum wife satisfied the more cul-'
j
tured husband. He sought companionship elsewhere. On the other
hand there were some women, fond of oleasure, keen-witted, enter-
taining conversationalists, restive of restraint and unhamoered by
moral considerations,' who were willing to throw aside all womaaly
i
modesty and for the sake of gain or passion entertain these wearied
hU-sbaYiiis' and_ t hie ' young men about town', who had no conjup^al ties. '
(1) In his comedies of manners, however, in which he is most in-
dependent, Moliere gives his heroine a very prominent part. Then,'
from an artistic standpoint, she is to be comoared with Shakesoeare 'si
heroines. This is true of Celimene (Le Misanthrope), Madelon
|
( Les Pr'- ci eusesridicu les ) , Armande and Fenriette (lea Femmes !
savantes) and Donna Elvira (Don Garcia de Navarre ),' though the
latter is not a comedy of manners. But among his women Moliere
has no lover that can/compa re^^wi th Portia^ Jul iette or Beatrice.
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These courtesans, meretr i_ces, were many, their influence on Athe-
nian life great and their effect on domestic relations disturbing. i
They neither exoected nor received resnect, hence there could be no jl
diminution of their dienitv in putting them on the stage. Besides il
they were witty and fairly well educated, two essential aualities
in a dramatic character, while the audience could be made to laus:h
at or with them. Thus the courtesans naturally becime the most impor-
tant female characters in Tejrence's comedies.
They were a disturbing influence. Although the standard of
Grecian morality was low, the Gr ecian father had some appreciation
of cause and effect. He knew that if his son became enamored with
a courtesan, he was aot to waste time, strength and money. At the [
same time his chances for making a satisfactory marriage were les-'
|j
sened for no .father was willing to give his daughter to a man who j'
would spend, '^is wife's money on another woman; sometimes the daugh-'
j
ter's happiness was considered as well as her dower. (1) Again the
courtesan having once attached a liberal young gentleman to her-'
self was loath to ?ive him un. (2) Occasionally as in Eunuchus,
where the father oaid but little attention tc his sons, the courtesa:i||
encouraged two lovers and then there is jealousy. (5)
These courtesans are sometimes coarse. Like the modern kitchen
girl they have a fondness for exoletives more oicturesoue and em-'
phytic than ele^nt such as e cast or, p_ol
,
edepol , and h e rcule .
They are not troubled with modesty or convention. Yet,' considering
their vocation their conversation is ouite free from vulo-arity.
As a rule they are not offensive, never so on the stao^e. But
^^'T^^'^*_^^J^'s'J^^jdeyeer^ behind the curtain inr
(U Cf. Chremes, And.rea. (2) Cf. He.cjxa 854, 835.
(2) Ba.Qc.his, Hecy ra. is the means of restoring his wife (fco Pam-
philus. See act V.
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"Sensi r nam unam ei cenam atque 9 iuscorri tibus
I dedi: quod si iterum mihi sit danda, actum siet.
nam ut alia ^miti^m oytissando modo mihi
quid v^ni absumosit 'sic hoc', dicens aso-rum,
pater, hoc est: aliud lenius sodes vide:
I
relevi dolia omOfa, omnis serias:
omnis sollicitos habuit: atque haec una noy.."(l)
But if they are extrava?:ant they are likewise generous and
kindhearted. Thais (2) bends all her energy and arouses the jeal-
ousy of a follower whom she (peally loves in order to restore her
foster sister to Chremes. It is true that she is led to this course
partly because she desires an influential protector^ sti 1 1 her'
generous heart is an important factor. So Bacchis, (5) because
Pamp^ilus has treated her well, does all she can to bring his wife
back to him and rejoices that she has suceeeded. Chrysis (4)
w-as mindful of her adopted sister while on her deathljed. It is also
^ evident that she has shielded her, to some extent, from the shame
of her own life. Even Bacc'-is, (5) the least attractive of the
courtesans ^displays a kindly solicitude for Intiphila.
While their faults are unpardonable, because of their many
attractive aualities they are loval?le. They owe not a little of
their magnetism to a ^nerous sympathetic heart-- a feminine attri-''
bute that has always held the admiration of men. They seek, moreover,
to make themselves agreeable to their lovers,' both in conversation
and dress-- (6) a feature of their character that the modern woman II
mi^ht study with profit. These aualities as well as the sensual
El-^?l^I^'f_!}'?l^ 1^® younpt men. With the prssible exception of
(l)Haut. Tim. 455-461. (2) Eunuchus. • (3) Hecj^ra.
(4) Andria, 284 seno. (5) Haut . Tim., 381.
(6) Haut. -nm., 389 se.q.
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AntiDhiia, (1) the courtesans are more lover- like than any of the
women in Terence. Our author is not a master of the art of love--
•I
makini, but the scene between Phaedria and Thais is not lacking;
:|
in true sentiment. Thais reveals not only a loving; but even a noble
character^'i n this soliloquy:
"me miseram, forsan hie mihi parvam habeat fidem
atque ex aliarum ingeniis nunc me iudicet.
ego pol , ouae mihi sum conscia,' hoc certo scio,
neque me finxisse falsi qiiiicouam neque meo
Gordi esse quemauam cariorem hoc Phaedrya:
et quidauad huius feci, causa vire^ini is feci. "(9)
Still, in spite of their many admirable qualities the court'e-'
sans could not but degrade soci?ty. And those in the Terentian
comedy had just that ef fect^on the Roman audience. The people had no
inclination to make a character study: the finer work of Terence wals
overlooked and they saw only the grossness. In this way Terence i
helped to spread both Creek learning and Greek debauchery.
It is needless to say that Moliere has omitted the courtesan.
French morality of the seventeenth century was much higher than
that of Greece ; loose characters were scarcely an important social
fO-CMr-h ....
&t«ziFa^4^r; it was permitted to represent respectable women on the
sta^e, hence there was no dramatic necessity for the courtesan.
In her place we have the coouette.(5) But the comparison is not
to be carried too far for while she has the oersonal magnetism
of the courte.san and often comes to the very boundary line of
propriety she rarely ste^is over it. In one resoect the go-be + ween
resembles the courtesan, she is a disturbing element in society
2'??^:?3.I!l'2*^T$tl' sl^^M skill,' the^coins from an unwilling purse.
(DHaut. Tim. (9) Euj}uchu s 197-203.
(3) Of. Celimene, Le Misanthrope, and Augeli que, George Danbin .
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She may be clever but she is not attractive.
j
I
.VI. THE MAIDSERVANTS.
Terence assigns only an insignificant part to the maids.
Their function is to act as messengers. The only exception is^the
Eunuchu s , in wh_ich Pythias assumes the role of female clown.
She has a keener sense of humor than any other character in the
comedy. She makes one wish that Terence had given us more Pythiases.
With quick perception she sees that Parmeno has been an accDmplice
of the false eunuch and olans her revenD:e (1) which she executes
most skilfully. How acute Parmeno' r anxiety,' when she tells him
that Chaersa has been apprehended and is about to be mutilated!
It is so great that he must, ur?ed on by revengeful Pythias, tell
the whole painful story to his old man. Laches. Then the entire
comoany gets an ODPortunity to laugh at the groundless fears of
the father. But Pythias is not yet done v;ith Parmeno, she must
dress his wounds. How gently she cleans^hem with:
"nunruam doI hominem stultiorem vidi nec vide^o. a,
non possum satis narrare, auos ludos praebueris intus.
at etiam prime callidum et diarertum credidi hominem,
quid? ilicone credere (ea) auae di-:i oportuit te?
an oaenitebat flagiti, te auctore ouod fecisset
adulescens, ni miserum insuper etiam patri indicares?
nam auid illi credis animi turn fuisse, ubi vestem vidit
illam esse eum i^dutum pater? quid? iam scis te pe ri sse'^" ( 2
)
And then she pours on this balmi
Pa, "hem quid dixisti, pessuma*' an mentita's^ etiam rides?
k Py.
itan lepidum tidi visumst scelus, nos inridere? nimium.
(1) Line 718.
(2) Eunuchus 1009-1016
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Pa. si auidem istuc inoune habueris. ^y.verum? Pa. reddam hercle.
Py. credo:
|
sed in diem istuc, Parmeno, est fortasse, auod minare.
tu iam pendebis, oui stultum adu lescentulum nobilitas
flagitiis et eundem indicas: uteraue in te exempia edent."(l)
In sharD repartee^of Toinette (9) or Nicole. (5)
In Moliere, however, the maid is incomDarably more important
than in Terence. Still in those plays taken from Plautus and
;
Terence as, LVArare, Amphijt_ryon and Les Fourberies de Scapin , !
the maid, if oresent, has but a subordinate role. It is in his
satires on contemporary society, in which he allows himself the
greatest lattitude that his maidservani is at her best. If classical
comedy in any way influenced his delineation of the maidservants, it
was through the male slaves. It is possible that , real izing the
dramatic effectiveness of the latter^he was led to treat the maids
,
in a similar way. (4) And it must be admitted that to an American
they seem more natural than his valets.
Molie'^re uses these maids for the same puroose that ?hakespeare
uses his lady comoani ons ^as the confidants of their mistresses,
thus givin?, the latter an opportunity to tell us their true senti-'
ments. Sometimes the maids serve as a foil to their mistresses,
either from the similarity (5) or the contrast (?) of their char-
acters.
But while Shakespeare never allowed his maidservants or lady
companions to exceed their mistresses in importance, Moliere
frequently does so. Who would for an instant prefer Ang^lioe to
(7) or Marianne to Dorine? C^) and as Moliere
(1)101^?1022. (2)Le Mai. Ima-?. (3) Le Bour. Cent.
(4) He was also greatly Influenced l?y Italian and Spanish comedies.
(5) Le_ Boux. GeD.t. (6) Pom Garci e. (7)Le Mai. Imae.
(8) Le Tartuf fe . '
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entertains us with his characters rather than his story he does
not detract from the literary merit of his work.
These girls are clever, resourceful, conscious of their own
worth and as a result impertinent. Their wits are as quick and
sharp as their tongues. They fexert themselves as effectively in
behalf of their mistresses as the slaves of Terence do for their
masters. (1) They have a lively appreciation of humor and without
lowering themselves to the level of a clown, are quite as amusing.
As when M. Jourdain havin? set forth the advantages of fencing
hands a foil to Nicole saying:
"La, pcusse-moi un '^eu. pour voir."
Ni CO 1 e . Eh bien, cuoi? (Nicole oousse nlusi^eurs bottes a*
M. Jourdain .
)
M. Jour . Tout beau. Hola! ho! doucement. Diartre soit la
coquine!
Nic. Vous me dites de oousser. M. .Jou_r. Oui: mais tu me
pousses en tierce, avant que de pousser en quatre, et tu
n'as pas la patience cue je pare.f?)
Or this scene wh-'re Orgon having returned from a few day's ab
sence asks:
"Comme est-ce au'o;^ se Dorte?"
Dorine.^Madame eut avant hier la fievre jusqu'au soir,'
kTnec un mal de t^te etrange a concevoir.
Orgon. Et Tartuffe?
Dor. Tartuffe! il se porte a^merveille,
Gros et eras, le teift f rais,' et la bouche vermeille.
Or. Le pauvre homme!
Dor. A la fin, par nos raisons ganee,
__'JJJ_Elle se resolut a^ouffrir la saig-nee;
(1) Of. Toinelte, Le Mal. I mag., act 11., sc. 10 seoa. and Dorine,
Le TartuXfe, act II., sc. 4. (2) Le Bour . Gent. , act I 1 1. sc. 3,
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it le f^oulaeement suivit tout aussitot. Il
^r. 7t Tartuffe'i' rporit courage comme il faut:
Et, coytre tous les maux fortifiant son ame,
Pour reparer le sang qu'avalt perdu madame.
But, a sor dejeuner, quatre 2;rands coups de vin.
Or. Le Dauvre homme: Do_r. Tous deux se -ortent bien enfin,'
Et je vais a madame announcer, oar avance.
La part aue dous orenez a sa convalescence. (1)
In short these servants are active ,enero;etic sensible women,
worthy of the interest which they never fail to arouse.
VII. THE NURS'iS.
The nurses are faithful old women with. Ion?, loose tongues.
Their dramatic duty is to identify lost maidens.. Moliire has retained
them in one or two comedies taken from the Latin sources as in i|
L£s Fourberies de Scaoin and L'Etourdj . (2) But in most cases he ji
is able to find a more original denouement.
VIII. THE YOUNG MEN.
In the modern novel or drama the
-ounf man is one of the
leading characters. He is, moreover a lover, but in the comedies
of Moliere and Terence he is less interesting and less deserving
of approbation than the old man^ of less dramatic importance than
the parasite or slave. While ^ f love is more oassion than affec-'
tion.
Like the young French nobles of the eighteenth century he
has no occuoation. Only two are mentioned as having engaged in any
j
wiOTk'r' .Ohaje'rea (?) is.suooosed to be on duty at Piraeeus^ j^ut could '
(l)Le Tartuf
f
e, actl., sc. 6. (2) act V.,' sc. 14, but they do not
appear on the stage. !
(5) Eunuchu s. 289-290.
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not have been very exacting, for he finds opoortunity to plan and
prepare a banquet and to follow a slave D:irl to Athens: Clinia,(I)
||
driven from home, enlists in the army, but finding it more labori-
ous than spending his father's money returns.
Il
As a rule Moliere's young man is auite as idle as his proto- ^
. . , . (7)
tyoe. Yet, now and then there is one who does or has done something^v^
Give a young man nothing to do and some money and you will |
be very apt to make him a soendthrift. But ready money is not alway$
necessary, when as in Ph_ormip or Hauton Ti^orumeng^ there is an oilyij
tongued parasite or slave to cheat the father. Yet he is not with-'
|
out some excuse for he has never had ar^ opportunity to learn the
value of money. It is never ^ecessary for him to earn his own money,
and what he spends is o-iven him so f reely (?) or so soaringly (3)
tliat he does not know, how to spend it brooerly.
All this a'^plies with equal force to the French youths if \
their father aopears in the play. Cleante (4) gets his spending
money at the card tableland he spends it too. He likes to dress
well, (5) make)J a good impression cn visitors (6) and make rich
presents to his beloved. (8) Moreover he mortgages his inheri-
tance and assumes the bro'-er as a soecial inducement that his
father can not live long. (9) i
Human nature, like water, follows the line of least resist-*
ance. So these young Athenians, being sourred on neither bv neces-'
i
sity nor ambition and being restrained by no moral considerations,
d-rif t'ed* 'i'Ma al 1 the vices of the day. Comoanions of courtesans,'
i
(1) Haut. Tim. ( 2) Aesch inus
,
Adelphi. (3) Ctesipho, Adelphi.
(4) L'Avare. (5)'Act I., sc. 5. (6) Act III., sc. 14.
(7) Cf. Cleonte, Le Bour. Gent. ; La Grange, ^Les^Pj^is. rid.; and
!
Alcest^, Le MijSanthjope
.
(8)^Act III., sc. 12. (9) On this point cf. Damis, Le Misan thrope,-
L6i le
, I'Etourdi ; Octave and Leandre, Les ^our . de Soap.
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!]
j
ravishers of maidens, cheats and liars,' they certainly are not the
'i young men to command our respect nor is their example helpful. (1)
I
It assuredly did not imorove Roman sciety.
French society, owing to Christian influence, was purer than
' that of Athens. Thus the young fellows of Mollere's comedies,"
i
i|
since they are not of a vicious nature but only weak, are saved
l!
from' some of tine vices of the Greek vouths. They have ket)t,' how-
I' ever, the ability to lie and cheat. (2) 'They have developed a
love for gambling, though Moliere aims nearly all his attacks on
:
cara-playinsc againit tne women. No doulrt the Athenian youths ?ambledl|
aleo. But Terence has kindly spared them this ignominy. Occasion-
ally one of Moliere's lovers has a conscience and a desire to
keep it clean. (S) Moliere does not assign to his characters the
coarser qualities of the Athenian youths which might be offensive
i| to a refined audience, but he retained their minor shortcomings
ii which amused without shocking.
II
They are weak effeminate creatures, one can scarcely call them
j men. One can never wholly recover from the surprise caused by
Ii finding such saw-dust effi?ies In Latin literature. They have no
.
II
;!
self-'reliance, no ability to think for themselves. If aught hap-'
:i pens to them, they must have the assistance of a slave or parasite.
'j At the least little mishao they cry out, "ei mihi occidi" and
I
!|
"peril", until one almost wishes-- if an Irish bull is permitted
-
I!
that they were speaking literally. Their courage is conspicuous
by its al?senc3. Antinho, (4) Ctesipho (5) and Chremes (6) tremble
!' at the very mention of danger. Even Aesch inus, ( 7) who displays
considerable recklessness, keeps 'us marriage secret for nearly
^L^'?T_^^E^y*!l' ^2 afraid to tell Micio. Of course all of them
(1) But they are nowhere nictured as vicious. ('?)See note 9 p. 64
i (3) Cf. Cleonte, ie Bour. Gejit., Act III., scs. 12 and 14, and
n Alceste, I^ Misanthjiope. (4) Phor. (5) Adel. (6) Eunuchus,
I
775 seqq. (7) Ade_l . ' j
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have a euilty conscience, if they have any at all, and that is not
I
an incentive to couraffe.
I
They are not so uniformly weak in Mollere. Yet even here some
of them rese5ible\alkinf? clothes dummy rather than a ijian. There is
, Le^e with his 'vivid imagination' his blunderin?^ stupidity and
I
his clever servant. Cleonte, (1) who elsewhere exhibits sojpe man-
I
llness^just because his sweetheaTt is a little wilful. He too,' when
in trouble, relies on his servant. Damis (2) has some good ouali-
f ties but they are obliterated by his childish an9:er. (5) There are
jl
some, nevertheless', who possess a sturdy manliness. ^Iceste (4)
I may look at life through very defective spectacles yet he has some ' ii
convicti ont.'and the courage to maintain them. Don Juan has "
I
strength and coura?,;e of a kind-- but it is such a Jiteak kind. One
'I
does not see much of La Grange(5) and du Croisy, still they seem
to be sensible fellows. While the class of young men whom MolieVe
portrays were really somewhat effeminate, he, like Terence has
li
rather overdrawn this trait. Is it oossible that the servant were
!:
invariably 'smarter' than their masters?
:' For m.anliness, Terence sometimes substitutes urbanity. Phae-
I, dria carries himself with an ease which commands our attention when
li
\
he is pleading with Demioho for Antipho. (6) But Aeschinus (7) is
ii
- -
-
j|
the best example of an urbane gentleman. He has » rown ud in the
il
city and been suoDlied with monev and inclination to enjoy all the
li
-
"
' ^
-
-
_
jl pleasures of the city, he has learned what money and influence may
I'
accomplish. So when his unsophi st i cate--' courtry brother falls in
Ij love with the music girl, what more natural than that Aeschinus
'
I
should take charge of the affair? While the successful way in which
l?^-^!}^!^'^ affair, as well as the lordly manner in which he l^eati
(l)Le Bour. .a£.nt.,act;i I., sc. 10. (2)Le T_artuife. (3) Cf. alsc
the young men in.L'A:vare, Le Pep it Amoureux and Le Hal. I mag .
(4)Le Misanthrope. ^ C5) Les "Pries. Rid . (6) Phox. 255 seqq,
I
(7)Adel.
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and bulldozes the leno sugq-ests that be is not without experience
in such matters.
As to the urbanity of Moliere' s young men it is suffici-'nt to
state that they are Parisians.
As lovers— if this term can be properly a^^olied to them-'they
they are insipid. An American is not greatly attracted by a lover
who is overcome by every insignificant obstacle,' and who is forced i
to depend for his haopiness on a slave or servant. A true lover
should show some worth. They are, as a rule, in_xapable of deeo
feeling. Yet there are some e-^cept ions : Clinia (1) must '~ave had
true and deep af fiction" for Antiohila or he would hot have left li
the comfort of home for the hardships of the camp. (2) On the
'
i| -whole Clinia is the nearest approach to an honorable man^ giving
,
and demanding fidelity and loving his sweetheart for her good
qualities rather than because of some fleeting passion. But Pbae-'
dria (5) displays more sentiment. He is so madly in love that he
is jealous and incaoable of tearing himself from his mistress.
The mere thought of leaving her is unbearable and he exhorts her/
in these passionate words:
"Eeone quid vel im?/cum mi lite isto praesens absens ut seis:
j
dies noctisque me a-es, me desideres,y/me somni-.^s,' me exoectes,
de me cog iter,,
bSe spares, me te oblectes, mecum tota sis:
meus fac sis oostremo animus, ^uan-'o ego sum tuos." ( 4)
French social customs favor the retention ot such a lover.
The parents had absolute control over their children and usually
arrangeci marriages, so it seemed natural enoueh to the French audi-
ence for Moliere to bring out a young fellow labeled lover and
H'!^5_L^l¥-g? through the usual love drill of sighing and raving,'
(DEaut. T_liii. (2) See 256 seqq. (3) Eunuchus. (4) Eunuchus
II
(191-196) "'^
II
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hoping and doubting, ouarreling and being reconciled. It was comic |
and highly dramatic but did not raise the youth in any one's esti-
mation.
From the Soanish, Dossibly influenced by Corneille also--
he oets the bombastic Dom Garcie type. This style of lover is al-^
ways making a display of his pie rced^bleeding heart, Ms lore,
"
more precious than life, and his willingness to do anything for
is beloved — except to act like a sensible man. In spite sf
their gushing protestations, or rather because of them, one doubts
their capacity for deep feeling.
There is still another class of lovers, represented by Alceste :
and Philinte, (1) who though sometimes extravagant and insanely
jealous still corrTiand our respect. They are not striplings, but
men of experience, and some imoortance. They are capable of manly
love, and among them are found the Romeo's of Moliere.(-)'
This class comes -earer rec resenting the real French lovVr than
any of the others.
'\ With no more serious occupation than to amuse themselves,'
ii
. - . ... , ... _
il
it is not strange that the voung men are thoughtless and selfish.
li
\
Never once do they stop to ask if their intended action will cause
!
another trouble. It is only after the folly has been committed that -
i they be^in to consider papa. What is true of Terence in this resnect
i
is also true of Moliere.
jj
Yet they have a few redeeming- qualities,*' they are '^Ind and
i generous. Aeschinus (3) takes upon hims3lf the disgrace of the music
|j
eirl escauade, even at the risk of his own happinVss, in orde^r
i|
to shield his brother. Clinia (4) jeopardizes his chances of a
[ ^^'^^^J^i}?,!?^'?^^ marriage that he" may help his friend. Pamphilus (5)
,1
(DLe Misanthjope. (2)But as impassioned lovers not one is to
be compared with Romeo. (?) A^el. (4) Paut. Tim.
(5) Hecyra.
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willingly receives the unjust susDicions and reproaches of his father
and father-in-law that he may shield the eood name of his wife.
They treat their mistresses kindly, and are ap-oa rent! y rrore I'^ni-
ent masters than the ^Id men, for the slaves invariably espou&e
the cause of the youneir men.
The same is true of Moliere's youths^ but to a less de"p:ree,'
for they have but few opoortunities to display generous,' noble'
qualities. And when they do have one they are so blinded by jeal-
ousy that they can not see it.
The chief difference between the youne m^en of Tere'nce and
Moliere is that the latter does not allow his lovers to commit
any crime against morality. Otherwise these characters are very
similar.
IX. THE PARASITES.
There are only two parasites in Terence, Phormio and Gnatho.
Both are sharp, lazy, gluttonous, daring, for they have nothinf?
i
to lose, lonc^- tonpjued, brazen-faced,' with much ability and unlim-'
ited 9:all. Their chief aim in life is to eet a go-d meal at another's
expense.
j
Terence has aporopriately named his comedy Eho_rniip, for the
parasite is the brains of the play. Phormio himself tells us why
he has no fear of the law; (1) he has no procerty and no one '/K)uld
j
take his oerson to satisfy the judgment, because they would not
wish to feed suph^ glutton. Then, how much better to be a oara-
site than a ^l^m^! The former, fresh from his b-.th, care-free,'
takes his place at table, and helps himself to the choicest vi-'
latter is tired by his exertions and worried by
(1) S50 seqq.
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the exoense. This is^,creed, and however much he may mi:-- in the
affairs of others-- and except eating there is nothing so a?:ree-' |
able to M-—Mie is alwaj/s consistent. |
For bold, impudent lyine he is without a peer. C-eta and Syrus
(1) are no tyros, but they are somewhat restrained by fear of their
masters. How plausibly he tells his story! How feelingly he sDeaks
of his dead friend so neglected by the proud, stingy Demioho!
He is so eloouent as to half convince DemiDho,who knows he is
lying. Most people are content to lie with their tongues but he lie:
with his whole body. With what scorn he withers Demipho", when the
old man asks the name of his alleged relative! What acting, for
we know he has forgotten the name he himself gave! How ea5:er he
is to marry Phaninrrr, when he is assured the old men will never
give her up! Then the clever scheme he and Gieta conceive for ex-'
tortinp- the thirty minae . It is a long; lil[e,'and has many details,
yet the astute Demioho can detect no flaw.
If he wore livine to-day he would make an ideal umpire or
poker player, he was such an accomplished bluffer. He is not only
able to save himself by cutting on a bold front,' but to Dut the old
men to confusion. (2)
Gnatho, like Phormio and many a self-'"made man is fond of
talking of his own cleverness. Thus he is led to say of himself
and his profession:
"Hoc novomst aucuDium: ego adeo hanc orimus inveni viam.
est genus hominum, qui esse rrimus se omnium rerum volunt,
nec sunt: hos consector: hisce eeo non oaro m'--;' ut rideant,
sed ultro adrideo et eorum ingenia admirer simul:
quidouid dicunt, laudo: id r:rsum si ne<?anti laudo id ouooue:
( 1 ) Adel
.
(2) Cf. c86 seen, and 900 seno
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neeat quis; ne?o; ait: aio; Dostremo imperavi eeomet mihi
omnia adsentari is auaestus nunc est uiulto uberrumus." (1)
/He is a consistent philosopher and oractices his own maxims,
"labore alieno magno oartam ?loriam verbis saepe in se trans-'
movet, cui habet salem,
quod intest. Tbxaso. habes. Gn_. rex te er?o in oculis.
Th. scilicet.
Gn. gustare? Th. vero: cede re om.nem exercitum,
concilia. ^ii"^^^* Tfc-*- sicubi eum satiates hominum aut
Q
nee;oti signando odium cperat,
recuiescere ubi volebat, auasi : nostin? Gn. scio:
ouasi ubi illam expueret miseram exanimo. T^h. tenes.
turn me conviviam solum abducebat sibi. Gn. hui,
reeem elegantem narras. Th. immosic homost:
peroaucoruT hominum. Gn. immo nullorum arbitror,
si tecum vivit." (2)
He is a most abject flatterer, yet, as in th^ passage just
quoted most of his sycophint phrases are caoable of a double inter-
pretation. The audience perceives both meanings, Thraso, only one.
He is almost as cowardly as theCaotain. But the Gantain is so
anxious to save himself that Gn^atho has no great difficulty in
averting a battle. (S)
Molie\e has no parasite; his Dlace is taken by the servant.
This substit'jtlon is not always hapry. The beatin?^ .^Sapin eives
Geront6 is laughable; (^) but does the boldness of Phormio become
a servant? The same criticism aprlies to MascariUe; C^) hi^ is too
impudent for a valet. Scanin's anxiety to get a rlace to eat is
far-fetched; one can scarcely imagine that Geronte would keer any
psieT^a'n''t< wh'O did not earn his board, and then as a servant what
(1)247-255, Eunuchju_s. (2) Eunuchus 399-^0. (3) Cf . ibid.
770 seoq. (4) Act II., sc. 2. (5) L'^tou^rdi.
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more or better food is he likely to receive after this little
comedy than before? Moliere is haooier and more consistent in his
treatment of Mascarllle, (1) w^.ose cowardice, g^arrulity and
gluttony recall^ Gnatho.
X. THE SLAVES--' VALETS.
Next to the old men the most interesting characters in
Terence are the slaves. 'T^he planning and execution of the intrigues
rests with them and for this reason we follow the slaves more
attentively than any other character. They are esDecially suited
for comedy: as a class they have no rights that need to Ije consid-
ered; the comedian could satirize them with perfect saf*ty; the
audience wa,s as ready to lauqh at them as Shakespeare's audiences
were at the constables; the only reward which they expect or receive,
is to escape the lash. ^
One of the first characteristics of the slave to attract our
attention is his faithfulness. Of course as the companion or
guardian of his younsr naster his allegiance is o^iven to him rather
than to the father. Even ^ the imminent risk of ipein^: beaten or
sent to the mill-'(2) ^h? worst Dunishment that could be inflicted
on a pampered house slave --' fails to shake -fe-i-s- devotion r<)P?.m-
philus. All that the slave oossesses of ability or money (3) is
at his master's disposal. This devotion is due not so much to the
hope of a reward as to love, for the old men are certainly in a
better Dosition to reward their services than the youn? men.
Geta (4) is almost as ?3^er to have the love affairs of Phaedria
and_Antipho end haopily as they are. Parmeno (5) is thoroughly
(l)Le Depit Amoureux, act V. sc. 1. (2)Andria 199.
(5) Phor. act I., sc. 1. (4)Phor. (5) Eunuchus.

loyal; he cannot endure the taunts of Cnatho, and loses no opnor-
tunity to uphold his master and humiliate +he parasite. Thais'
pleasure on rnceiving the eunuch offers an opnortunity for can-
celling several old scores.
"Atque haec qui rnisit, non sibi soli postulat
te vivere at sua causa excludi ceteros,
neoue ougnas narrat ^eoue cicatricis suas
ostentat neoue tibi obstat, auod ouidam facitr
verum ubi molestum non erit ubi tu voles,
ubi tempus tibi erit, sat habet, si turn r^cioitur." (1)
So the valet in Moliere in spite ot th reats, cuf f s and kicks re-
mains faithful. If his master needs a comforter or accomDlice in
a love intrigue he is at hand; if the master auarrels with his sweet-'
heart he quarrels with her maid; if +here is strafe between father
and son he helps the latter.yput lovalty is not the only thin?
which urq-es them on; they enjoy these things as thoroup:hly as an
old ?;ossip does a bit of scandal. Svrus (2) .sends Demea on a fruit-
less search not so much because there is a dramatic necessity there-'
for, as for the mere pleasure of fOGDlIn? the old man. Davus (3)
likewise has a very oleasant tas'- in 'pulling the wool over Simo's
eyes.' Mor ^oes Syrus(4) seem at all reluctant to ap'^ly Chremes'
advice about crettin? money for the courtesan. The pleasure of fool-
ing the old Pan is worth some risks.
La Fl^che (5) steals H?!rra^on's tre^.sure as much ta avenge
himself as to help Cleante. Mascarille (6) meets with many dis-'
apDointinents in the execution of his cleverly laid schemes,
yet he deri es much sa t i sf acti ori frop his cutting rerroofs to
y^'li^'L^D'O!-® latter^s humble repentance. Covflle, (7) too,
(1) Eunuchus 4°0-48S. (2)Adel. 570 seaa. {7T Andria.
(4) Haut. Tim. (5) L' Avare. (6) LI Etonrrdi.
(7) Le Eour. Gent.
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f inds great pleasure in presentinp; the son of the Grand Turk to
M. Jourdain.
Cleverness is essential to the successful execution of their
schemes. And in fact, they have more brains than their masters,'
young or old. Even supoosin? that Phormio had told Geta how to
persuade DeiniDho to D:ive the thirty minae, it reouired no little
skill to tell a convincino; story to the alert stingy old man.
It indicates much exoeriencein the noble art of lyine. He is al-
ways ready with a plan. Not-^ i thstandin? many setbacks Davus is
always ready to take advantage of every favorable circumstance. (1)
Moliere's valets are not as clejift-r as the' maids, h^i yet they
are more than a match for ^heir masters. It is not the fault of
Mascarille (9) that Leile does not sooner obtain his sweetheart.
Cleonte (3) v/ould never have thought of becoming a Grand Turk in
order to win Lucile; the conceDtion and execution of that scheme is
Covielle's. Mascarille (4) has almost enough brains and tongue
to conceal his cowardice.
Both slaves and servants are unscrupulous. If they have ever
had a conscience it has died from ne^^lect. Not once do they the
question whether an act is rieht or wrono-, Ttie only argument for
right doing that the slave can understand-- very likely the only
one he has ever heard-- is the whin. It is not' surprising in the
Greek slave, so long as the master could secure obedience through
fear, what need was there of arousin? the slave's sense of justice'^
But it is different with the French servants. T^ey have sur^^ly
had some rroral training! It can not be oossible that the nobility
have reaped all the benefits of Christianity and that the servant
'^^ hio:her plane than the Greek slave did two
(DAndxia, 37? seoo.r 470 sero. ; 740 sena. (2) L"^tourdi.
(3) Le ^ur. Gent. (4) Le Deoit Amoreux.
'
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friousand years before! Beyond ouestion here is an instance in which
Moliere has followed the Latin drama rather than.Frenc>- life.
Like the old men, the slaves are fond of aohorisms, as these
characteristic utterances s^ow:
"in amore haec omnia Insunt ^vitia: inuriae,
susDitiones Inimicitlae, indutiae,
bellum, pax rursum: incerta haec si rostules
ratic-ie certa facere, nllo plus a9;as,
quam si des one ram ut cum ratione insanias." (1)
Of Phormio: (2)
"Non maxumae, quae maxumae sunt interdum irae, iniurlae
faciunt: nam saede est, ouibu? in r?bus alius ne iratus quid-'
emst
,
ouom r^e eadem causast i ra- - cundus f actus inimicissimus.
"
Of Ceta: (3)
'nam ouae insciatast, advorsum stimulum calcest!' And,
(4)
"in me omni s spes mih i st . '"^ And
,
"fortis fcrfuna adiuvat" (5)
Moliere for ^bvious reasons has keot this characteristic.
Gros-Rene in his dissertation on women says she is hard to make
out and naturally inclined to mischief: the head 'of a woman is
j
like the weathercock on too of the house, which turns with the
sJighte.'rt wintl. (6) So Mascarille (7) says: "Aliens, camarade,
aliens ch)^Ircher fortiine autre part: je vois bien ru'on n'aij^re
ici que la vaine aooarence, et ou'on n'y co^sidere point la virtu
toute nue." It is scarcely necessarv to add that Scapin, like
Geta and Fhormio can use old saws-- it is the only thing; he cares
tA ,U'Sa .;(8)
~CV) Parmeno, Eunuchus 59-64. ( 2 ) Hecyra , ?07- 509 . (?) Phorm_i_o
(4) ibid 139. (5) ibid., ^03. (5)ie_JIer. Ampu.r. act'lV., sc. 2
(7)L^s Pj;ecs. Rid., sc. 16. (8)Cf. S?anerelle, Dorr?Juan acti, sc.
I
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One does not expect to find courage in a. slave. And there is
very littl- in the slave of comedy. How could there Ije much?
Kept in servitude by brute force, subjected to the caorice of
childish old fnen and ca i low youths, alternately beaten and pampered
and wholly spoiled, what incentive was there for courage? Yet it
must be admitted that they face impending danger more bravely than
their young masters. But if they lack courage they also lack
cowardice.
Moliere has transferred the cowardice of the Darasites to his
valets. They are the only oersons in his comedies who could be
nade cowardly, for it would not do to c^ive such a role to a lover,
and it had not been customary to represent the old man in such a
despicable lig'-t. (1) The valets submit without serious Protest and
without apparent resentment to the abuse and violence of their mas-'
ters. Scanerelle is desirous of checking the excesses of Don Juan,
but he has not sufficient couiage to say anything which miqhi
offend him. (2) Mascarille and Jodelet(?:) resist the attack of
their masters with nothing but empty words. But it is in such a
character as Mascari 1 le (4) that Moliere exhibits the cowardice of the
valet most comically. In this respect Mascarille is comparable to
Thraso. (5)
Beyond doubt the slaves of Hatin co: edy were the oroto-types
of Moliere^s valets. He studied them ouite as much as he did the
French servants.
CONCLUSION.
'__Moliere was a gr3at actor and a great dramatist. In the latter
( 1 ) Sc^p ^in, act II., sc. 9 and act IM., sc. 2 succeeds in terrifyinr
Argante and C-ronte. (2) Cf . act I., sc. 9 and actll., sc. 7.
(3)Les_ Frees. Rid. , sc. 15. (4) Le Depit Amoureux .
(5) Act v., sc. 1. and sc. 4.
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capacity he was familiar with the works of Plautus and Terence-.
As has been shown his stock characters ereatly resemble those of
Terence. The principal changes that he has made in them are due
to improved social conditions, and in some cases to swperior dram-
atic talent. But occasionally he follows the Terentian model so
closely that the character seems overdrawn.
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